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SUMMARY
I - OBJECTIVE /5
The objective of this study is to detect and analyze behavioral
responses to road traffice noise and to assess its impact more ob-
- jectively than eariler studies were able to do, particularly in terms
of the annoyance people felt.
The existence of noise effects and_behavioral responses deemed
undesirable for the well-being of people living in residential com-
plexes should allow us to establish noise thresholds beyond which
action by Public AuthDrities becomes indispensable.
II - PROCEDURE
With this study, two different kinds of surveys were conducted:
-One was a questionnaire given to nearly 1,500 people living in
residential apartment complexes;
-the other was in the form of thorough discussions and observa-
tions of some 40 people living in single-family homes.
Yet, both made it possible to evaluate the impact of noise in
the following areas:
-use of home and outside spaces ibalcony -garden);
-health and sleeping conditions;
-equipment and investments in the home;
-time spent outside the home and escaoes from the home.
The noise levels were evaluated for each room in the home (i.e. /6
_ about 7,000 noise levels) and for three periods in the day: Leq 8 -
20 h, Leq 20 h - 24 hl Leq O h -5 h.
This evaluation is based on the BRUIT [NOISE) program and on
long- and short-term measurements.
II - RESULTS
1 - Noise Annoyance
The results obtained give us a significantly higher correlation
between the individual annoyance ratings, i.e. r = 0.64 for daytime
annoyance and r = 0.48 for nighttime annoyance than in earlier stu-
dies.
The factors which seem t_ affect the annoyance felt correspond
to those revealed in earlier studies, namely: type of traffic, type
of home, professional actilyity (active - nonactive_, age in high
noise levels.
The noise threshold beyond which annoyance seems to clearly in-
crease is between 60 and 62 dB(A) in daytime Leq (8h - 20h) and be-
tween 50 and 52 dB(A) in nighttime Leq (Oh - 5h).
Beyond these levels, and especially when the daytime Leq exceeds
65 dB(AI, the annoyance felt is very high.
v
o_ 2 - Behavioral Patterns Caused By Noise
In regard to the use of the home, the two main responses ob-
served were closing windows to allow noise-sensitive activities to
be practlced (TV- reading - sleep) which becomes very accentuated
beyond 60 - 62 dB(A) and moving activities to less exposed rooms
(beyond 68 dB(A)) and into quieter areas of the garden.
The impact of noise on sleep seems to be much greater in terms
of being awoken at night only if we retain as an indlcatorthetime
it takes for subjects to fall asleep, which is itself highly linked
to age.
However, these disturbances on sleeping conditions tend to /7
increase the number of sleeping pills taken beyond 50 - 52 dB(A) at
night (i.e. about 60 - 62 dB(A[ in the day).
Although at a fairly modest level, the consumption of heart
medication is reinforced by noise, but at high levels (Leq > 70 dB(A)during the day).
Noise also led at high levels (Leq 66 - 68 dB(A) to a very clear
increase in the percentage of homes which were insulated, especially
among owners.
No significant impact was found concerning moving and mainten-
_- ance of the exposed home or in terms of receiving equipment (TV,
radio-electrophone, etc.).
If noise does not push families into increasing their excur-
sions away from home (indication of escape-related behaviorl, it is
a factor in making people plan to move away for tenants in particu-
lar as of 66 - 68 dB_A).
The scope of these behavioral patterns also depends on a fairly
high number of factors, particularly the income level, size of
home and its exposure to noise , the occupancy status in the home,
the amount of rent, etc.
Some of these behavioral patterns are a fairly objective expres-
sion of the annoyance felt (closing windows), others tend to minimize
it (sound insulation). Depending on the case, they may be highly
related (planning to move ,:frequentweek-ends.excursions) or alterna-
tives (Soundproofing, moving).
IV - PROPOSALS
o
Even if the analysis of behavioral patterns caused by traffic
noise deserves to be the subject of future research, the investiga-
tive field is so complex and delicate to grasp, particularly in
single-family homes, it allowed usto establish the impact of traf-
fic noise on lifestyles:
vi
i-_ -Below 55 dB(A): in daytime Leq, we may consider that the
damage caused by no_se is very small, if not _nonexistentand that
the sound conditions allow a normal practice of those activities
which are the most sensitive to noise.
-Between 55 and 60 dB(A): The impact of noise is still at a /8
modest level, but certain disturbances occur, probably to the most
sensitive people.
-Between 60 and 65 dB(A_: behavior responses occur, but are
still not limiting. However, the effects on sleep at about 55 dB(A)
at night and especially the annoyance level increase considerably.
It would be desirable to take steps to reduce the noise, but the
"cost-advantage" ratio may be fairly nuanced, at least for corrective
actions (screens, insulation).
-Above 65 dB(A): constrained behavioral responses occur which
reveal heavy damage caused by noise. Public authorities must take
action. This is particularly indispensable because in most cases
the economic balance has every chance of being positive for apart-
ment dwellers.
Although these proposals are more stringent than current French
recommendations [65 Z 5 dB(A)I, they agree perfectly with those of
the Swiss Federal Commission for Environmental Protection, especially
for daytime noise levels, as well as those of the Environmental Pro-
tecion Agency in the _nited States.
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_ PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR IN LODGINGS EXPOSED TO
TRAFFIC NOISE
J. Lambert, Frangois Simmonet
ABSTRACT /l*
The government service approach consists of defining threshold
values to be respected so that the situation of people living along
noisy streets and roads should be bearable.
It is therefore necessary to assess the effects of noise on
peop]_e.
If up to now these effects of noise were in general assessed
in terms of _he discomfort it caused, it would now be appropriate to
project them to an objective level by examining in a precise manner
the behavioral patterns associated with this discomfort so that it
can be mi,n_mized. This is ichieved by making observations of daily
life in the home: use of lodgings - effects of noise on health and
sleep - equipment installed and home insulation , seeking escape
from the home.
\ The results showed that above 65 dB(A) Leq in the day, there are
behavioral patterns that could be considered extreme, in that they
have great impact on lifestyles and may be associated with high so-
l cial costs incurred because of noise./
INTRODUCTION /1
,b
The impact of traffic noise depends both on the sound levels re-
ceived in the home and p_ople's sensitivity to this noise. .
The government service approach is to determine the thresholds
not to be exceeded so that the situation of people living along noisy
streets should be bearable. It is therefore necessary to assess the
effects of noise on people. This is generally the role of the human
sciences. The usual procedure is to assess noise effects on health.
However, in the past, the sound levels were such that psycho-socio-
logical effects were emphasized. Thus, the first publications by
McKENNELL, LANGDON (references 1 and 2) in Great Britain, by BORSKY
in the United States (reference 3),,by LAMURE and BACELON in France
(4) thoroughly exhuasted the various facets of human reaction to noise_
These reactions may be verbal and learned through opinion surveys.
They are also behavioral and their frequency is logged. The psycho-
logical methodology provides a hierarchical analysis (Guttman scale)
and an instrument enabling the various activities affected to be clas-
sified. The results found show that people have a hard time under- .
standing speech, the radio or TV, tend to open windows, and have
sleeping disorders. The hierarchical analysis shows that a given
effect always occurs (in the statistical sense_ after exposure to
....another given effect.
......._ers in the margln-_-n_icatepagYn-a-tlo_-n-_nthe orlg_ text.
(
This analysis there[ore led to the le_J_aJ:'cho[ the various
behavioral patterns which are modified due to exposure to noise.
'Ph_e behavio_'swill both b_ observed _u_iw:_r'ballyr'_port_d.
Next to the study of behavioral patterns modified by the environ-
ment, the second objective (which will depend on the success of
the first one) will be an attempt to evaluate the associated econ-
omic and social costs.
CHAPTER I - OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL APPROACH
I-i - OBJECTIVES AND MAIN FEATURES OF THE STUDY /3
For many years, studies on the effects of traffic noise on
people were conducted almost exclusively by opinion surveys.
A certain link was found between noise and discomfort. How-
ever, verbal reactions are subjective and very general and incor-
porate many other environmental aspects.
This is why, at the request of the Urban Transport Research
Center (C.E.T.U.R.), I.R.T launched _n 1978 a study for the purpose
of observing and analyzing the behavior of people subjected to
traffic noise levels of various intensities.
We started with the assumption that these behavioral patterns
may be demonstrated in various areas of daily life in
the home:
-utilization and organization of the home and close outside
areas (balconies- gardens) to minimize noise annoyance;
-state of health, and in particular drug consumption;
-use of time: addressing the _impactof noise on the time spent
on and the type of daily activities outside the home (on the assump-
tion that people are finding escape from a noisy home, for example);
-effective and equipment investments in the home (home mainten-
ance, wall insulation).
The theoretical model associated with this study is that when
an annoyance affects one's lifestyle, the individual may react in
various ways to minimize this annoyance.
Having knowledge of the noise-discomfort link through previous ....
studies, it now seems perfectly appropriate to study the noise- --
behavior and discomfort-behavior links.
The behavioral differences observedmay later bemused to estab-
(.... lish socio-economic indicators for exposure to traffic noise.
2
1-2 - GENERAL APPROACH /4
This study has made it possible to conduct three surveys
providing us w_th preliminary methodological considerations.
I-2-i - FIRST SURVEY
It was carried out in 1,500 homes in 15 apartment buildings
or co-ops;in Lyon and Marseille.
The method of collecting information was the questionnaire
(see appendix 2).
To test this questionnaire and the basic assumptions formulated,
a Pilot Survey was conducted on 300 people.
The assessment of people's e_posure to noise resulted in a very
important work. For each of the 1,500 dwellings, we established 300
noise levels per room (leq: 8 am to 8 pm; 8 pm to 12 pm; 12 pm to 5
am). These were either obtained by on-site measurements, or via
calculations (BRUIT (.NOISE)program - noise guide formula).
There are 20,00.0noise levels covering virtually every conceiv-
able exposure (.between47 and 77 dB(A) in Leq per day) which were
used in the prccessing of this survey.
I-2-2 - SECOND SURVEY _
This was the second aspect of the behavior survey, but differed
by the method used to study collective dwellings, because the beha-
viors were identified: °
through extensive discussions on the subjects presented in the
questionnaire;
-through direct observations of how garden areas are used.
This was therefore a more qualitative approach used in 5 resi-
dential areas in Lyon and in Marseille exposed to high nolse
levels _eq > 65 db(A).i
•he information collected was'analyzed in great detail to
establish a typology of the behavior of people exposed to traffic
noise (see chapter III of this report_.
I-2-3 - THIRD SURVEY /5
The third survey now being carried out differs considerably •
from the first two. It no longer compares behavioral patterns of
people exposed to various noise levels (inter-subject method), but
compares the behavioral patterns of individuals whose exposure to ,_
< noise varies in time (intra-subject method_.
F
F--\
This is why it seemed appropriate to launch this study -
exploratory as it might be - in homes of the Bron Parilly complex
along highways A 43 and Ly 1 (.Departmentof Rhone) as they will
be provided with wall insulation in the next few months.
The study pertains to 100 homes which will be surveyed before
and after the sound-proofing.
The Budget-Time-Space method was _etained: the activities in
various rooms of the home, how long they last and annoyances felt
(including noise) are recorded during 5 days of the week.
Due to the time it will take to carry out the insulation work
on this group of buildings, the survey will not be taken up again
until the autumn of 1981. A supplementary report will be available
at the end of that year.
CHAPTER II - BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS IN COLLECTIVE DWELLINGS /7
This is undoubtedly the investigation which gave the most
quantitative results in terms of assessing behavioral patterns in
homes exposed to traffic noise.
II-i - DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE: SITES AND PEOPLE
/....II-l-i - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The table below provides a description of the main features of
the sample. The information collected for each of the 15 sur_ey
sites pertain to:
-the type of dwelling: H.L.M. (low-cost apartment complexes), co-ops,
-the type of roads: Fas,t Urban Thoroughfare (V.R.U.) - Highway -
Tr._nsit- Arterial - Frontage Road;
-the traffic flow: mean flow per day - P.L. percentage;
-the population distribution into 3 noise classes:
.low noise : Leq < dB(A)
.mean noise: 60 < Leq < 68 dB(A)
.high noise: Leq _ 68 dB(AI.
-the dominating Socio-Professional Category of the site; the follow-
ing typology was retained for this:
.CI: small businessman - craftsman - liberal profession -
high and average-level executive - manufacturer;
.C2: employee - qualified worker - specialized worker -
service personnel;
.C3: miscellaneous - inactive individuals (.retired- unemployed).
-occupant's status: owner (.includingcoming into ownership), renter;
•-the average income level of occupants.
The overall characteristics of the people interviewed are:
/'_\ - Sex
\ .Menx 6%
.Women: 94% /10
-Age
I.R.T. Survey French Population French Populationt
Years of age 1979 Female Female (mature age)
i i
-frOm 18 yrs 0 28% 0
-18-34 yrs 30.4% 23% 32%
-35-64 yrs 52.2% 33% 45.8%
-+ 65 yrs 15.4% 16% 22.2%
Tho populationsamplesurveyedwa_ made up almostexcueivelyo[
women and was very similar iinsofar as that the age structure of the
French population consisted of women over 18 years of a@e.
-C.S.P. of head of family
/'9
The table below shows the distribution of the heads of family
o[_ the households surveyed as a function of their C.S.P.
1979 IRT French Pop. Entire
{urvev irban+100.000h* France
Active farmer _ 0 0,8 6,4 ' iFarm wage-earner
Industrialist- 3,6 5,6 ibpcrafts-man :I 6,51
Liberal Prof. -- C 1 6,5 Ib21,1. 7,6 'bil23,8 6,4 Ip21,8
t Ib _
High-level execut. , :_ :b "i
Av. level execut, ii :I 10,6 "_b 8,9 'I
Worker - Service c 2 34,4 47;8 32,5 42,6 30 38,4
per s onne 1 _ ....
Inactive c 3 28,9 31,1 30,7 32,8 31,5 33,4 ,
*Reference no. 15.
(
J , .... )
Type Expositiou au bruit de jourg Caract_ristiques socio-_conomiquesN° du d'habitat Donn_es trafic - -
site (nombre Type de voie -d- R_partitionen pourcentage -n- de 1'_chamtillon
d 'inter-
d views) D_bit J/17 Pourcentage! Faible Moyenne Forte C.S.P. Statut N{-_u
--- P.L. Leq < 60 60 _ Leq < 68 Leq _ 68 du chef d'occupation moyen de
-b- -c- -e- _f_ -h- -i- -j- de famille du logementrevenud
-k- -1- manage
-O- opI Collectif iAutor te 6 OOO II L : 98
, H.L.M. et
228 Rocade I 500 15 46,9 53,1 C I P : - 3 700
2 Coll_tlf -r-"Kutoroute 6 OO0 II :"
. L: 97iH.L.M. et
70 Transit 1 850 30 52,9 47,1 C 3 P : - 3 400
-V-- -S_-
3 Copropri_t_Artere 3 000 5 7,1 I,I 91,8 C 3 L : 38
98 P : 58 4 400
-V- --t-
4 Copropri_t_Artere et 3 000 5 L : 37
o_ 131 Distribution, 950 2 16 53,5 30_5 C 2 P : 59 5 300
-V- -U-
5 Copropri_t_ Impasse IOO C 3 L : 60
53 P : 36 3 500
-V- --U-
6 Copropri_t_Impasse IO0 C I L : 22
49 P : 76 3 900
Key: a-Site No.; b-Type of dwelling (interview number); c-Road type; d-Traffic data;
e-FlowDay/17; f-P.L,pe±centage;g-Daily exposure to noise, Distributionin per-
centage;_/l-Socio-economic characteristics of population sample; h-Low Leq < 60;
i-Average60 < leq < 68; j-High Leq > 68; C.S.P. of head of family; 1-Statusof
lodging occupant; m-Average income level of household; n-Socio-economic charac-
teristics of population sample; o-Low cost housing ; p-Highway and strategic
road; q-Low-cost housing (apartment complex) ; r-Highway and transit; s-Artery;
t-Artery and distribution; u-Dead-end.
....,,\
" Type I ! Exposition au bruit de jou_7 - Caract_risticues socio-_con__!¢ues 7• Donn_estrafic " -
N° du d'habitat -4- R_partitionen pourcentage -7a- de l'_chantillon
site (hombre Typede voie
....... d'inrer- Faible Moyenne68II Forte C.S.P. Sta_ut _iveauI -1-- D_bitJ/17 Pourcentage 4
views) -5- P.L. Leq < 60 60 _ Leq < Leq • 6_ du chef d'occupationmoyende
-6- -8- -9- -10- de famille du !ogement Irewenu du
_ 2 _
_3- -Ii .... -12- 13-
-14 "i_5-
7 Collectlf Desserte I00 I00 C I L : 99
H.L.M.
i00 P : I 3 600
^-16- ....! -
8 _oproprleuelV.R.U. 3 500 Ii 24,6 66,1 9,3 C I _ L.::61 4 900
118 P : 39
-16- r_8-
9 Copropr_t_Arter_el 2 500 5 _ I0 6,4 6,3 87,3 C 3 L : 68 4.100
ii0 P : 24
-16- -1_-
I0 Copropri@t_Desserte < I00 I00 C 2 L : 24 6 800
53 P : 73
-14-
I! Cellectif V.K.U. 3 500 13 32,8 67,2 C 1 L : 98 4 OO0
H.L.M.
64 P :
-0, oi_4_ .....12 C if V.R.U. 3 500 15 I00 C 1 L : I00 3 800
H.L.M.
54 P :
13 Co_e_if iAutoroute 2 700 14 22,7 68,7 8,6 C i L : I00 4 700
H.L.M. -17-
163 P :
,, , _ , , ,
14 tDiskr_ution 250 2 94,2 5.8 _- C I L : 98 i 4 400-
H.L.M.
120 P :
15 Des  o <100 100 C1 - 30 100
74 P : 68
TOTAL 36,5 29,6 33,9 C 1 L : 74 4 350
(1486) P : 24
, *
Key: 1-Site no.; 2-Type of dwelling (number of interviews; 3-Type of road; 4-Traffic data;
5-Traffic flow Day/17; 6-P.L_ percentage; 7-Daily exposure to noise, percentage distri-
bution; 7a-Socio-economic characteristics of sample; 8- Low leq < 60; 9-Mean leve! 60
leq _ 68; !0-High level Leq > 68; II-C.S.P. head of family; 12-Occupancy status (L =
+__', P = owner; 13-Average _ncome level; i4-Low cost apartment complex; 15-Frontage
road; 16-Co-ownership; 17-Highway; 18-Arterial. -
•P = owner; L = tenant.
The population sample therefore has a very similar structure /ii
to that of people living in cities of i00,000 inhabitants or more,
_ts far as the C.S.P. variable is concerned.
-School level of the interviewee
No school Primary Secondary }ISDiploma - College
1.5% 46% 37.5% 7.5% 7.5%
-Household income
The rate of response may be considered satisfactory, since 86.%
of the individuals interviewed answered the questions.
The table below shows the population sample d_stribution as a
function of monthly income.
_ 1500F 1500-2000F 2000-2500F '2500-3000F 3000-3500F 3500-4000F
| , . | • , , , ,, ,
2,5 Z 4,3 Z 7,8 g 9,7 7. 12 g 14,9_.
4000-5000F 5000-7000F 7000-9000F + 9000F
J
20,5 Z 19 Z 6,1 _ 3,2 Z
•,'j'.. .. , , , ,. L
Compared to national data, this distribution d,oesnot seem
very broad, i.e. it is more centered on average incomes. Actually,
\ 84% of the households have an income between 2,500 and 7,000 _rench
Francs.
L
-Occupancy status
t
Nearly 3/4 of the households surveyed are tenants, as we can
see in the table below.
/12 _
Tenant Owner or comlng Misc.
into ownership
I.R.T Survey 74% 24% 2%
Urban France 50.4% 39.8% 9.8%
II-2-2 - EXPOSURE TO NOISE
Noise levels were assessed using various measuring m_t_ods:
data processing program (.withmeasurement adjustments) and calcula-
tion.
We_were:thus able to assign a,,noisele_elLeq 8 am to 8 pm for
the front wall of each room in each lodging.
The evening (20 _ - 24 h) and night (0 h- 5 h) Leg noise
levels were deduced from the day levels checking the consistency
with partial long term measurements performed on the various sites
(see Appendix 3: Site description, two examples).
_ The histograms below indicate the housing distribution as a _
function of Leq on the walls for each of these periods.
For the day, we retained the most exposed wall Leq; for the
evening and night, we retained the wall Leq of the bedroom. °
The Stetistical characteristics of these three distributions are
grouped in the _able below.
-4-. _ri
_-i- P_r_tzes..... 1 DisDersio n_ ,
-2- _atistiques .................| , i_
Indiee _ Mode Moyenne [ Etendue gcart-type
acoustique _ -5- -6- _-7- -8-
Leq @ h - 20 h 63 dB(A) '64 dB(A) 30 dB(A) 8,5 dB(A)
Leq 20 h - 24 h 55 dB(A) 57 dB(A)32 dB(A)8 dB(A)
Leq 0 h - 5 h 50 dB(A) 51 dB(A) 32 dB(A) 8 dB(A)
Key: i- Statistical parameters; 2-Acoustic index;
4-Central trend; 5-Mode; 6-Average; 6-Difference;
7- Spread; 8-Standard deviation.
° 9
I~•
"
Leq 8h-20h75706S60SSso
.
% population
,..
..
"
."..
, .
I
I I , I
20
10
.,.~ , , ~.......,.~ ,; --.... ,,-.."""'"' '... ~_ •. ,_.' ~ ,.to, , , __ ._.••~ ,~•• , d·•• · ".~,.>I-~. ',," v •••• ,. __ •
\
J.O
% population
,
---~
-
r
46 45 . sh 515 lO 65 Leq Oh-Sh
I population
I.
. .,
.
r
.45 50 sf 0 ~5 70 Leq 20h-2rth
20
20
10
10
I .-
II-l'3 - STRUCTURE OF THE SAMPLE /14
....... . _ .... . , ,.4 ..... . . . ,
Level of noise exposure (Leq 8 h - 20 h)
- 57 57-_9 60-62 63-65 66-68 69-71 > 71
tot 1
Numbers I 486 421 122 116 171 153 120 382
% % % % % % % %
Age
.18 to 34 years 3O 33 38 39 36 28 26 22
.35 to 49 years 31 30 33 31 38 '38 36 24
•50 to 64 years 23 24 18 18 15 23 24 29
•65 years and above 16 13 11 12 11 11 14 25
i00 I00 I00 IO0 I00 I00 I00 I00
Inc(_l_lelevel
•average monthly income 4 360 4 470 4 435 4 400 4 335 4 635 4 360 4 I00
in French francs
F_.deviation from aver- - + 2,5 + 1,7 + 0,9 - 0,6 + 6,3 @ - 6
age income of sample(%)
>rofession head of family
•C! I 21 26 14 22 17 22 22 19
(see definition
•C2 in text) 48 46 58 56 56 49 43 39
31 28 26 22 27 29 35 42
.C3 )
3tatus of occupant
•owner 24 36 9 8 14 27 26 24
•renter 74 62 89 91 85 72 73 74
2 2 2 _ _ J. i 2
• other
For the age criterion, the Leq > 71 dB(A) includes a higher
percentage of senior citizens.
This phenomenon is found at the professional level of the
head of family (.moreretired people in this noise class) and a,lower
mean income level than the average for the population sample•
(
ii
S "_ /15II-2 - ANNOYANCE DUE TO NOISE AND CLAMOUR
Although the study undertaken by I.R.T concenhrated on
behavioral reactions to noise, it is just as interesting to estab-
lish a link between the behavioral patterns and the annoyance ex-
pressed and to make a comparison with the results of previous
studies.
A group of questions was also included in the survey pertain-
ing to annoyance felt in the daytime and at night.
II-2-1 - ANNOYANCE IN THE DAYTIME
Individual AnnQyance
The graph below shows the variation of daytime annoyance
(on 4 points) as a function of Leq 8 h- 20 h on the most exposed
wall of each dwelling.
Z popular:ion Very annoyed
Fairly annoyed75- ,: :
, Not very annoyed
/_ Not at all annoyed
50-
| j
50 55 . 60 65 70 75
Graph 1
The "very annoyed" curve inf3ects sharply toward 60 - 61 dB(A).
The individual correlation between the discomfort felt and
the noise heard pertains to 1,465 people; the results are the follow _
ing :
r •
12
Noise Index Correlation with
Leq 8 h - 20 h individual rating r
-most exposed wall 0.64
-bedroom 0.54
-kitchen 0.39
-living room 0.36
Two remarks should be made here:
-the best correlation is obtained with the Leq of the most
exposed wall which makes us think that the discomfort felt incor-
porates the overall situation_
-the correlation is highly significant; 40% of the discomfort
I
variance is explained by the noise variance.
Average Annoyance
The graph below shows the relationship between average annoy-
ance by dB(A) and the Leq 8 h - 20 h noise level.
_ Average annoyance
ratingy - 0,082 x - 2,7 • _ !
3 R "0,93 ,
2 " " " " i ,
'O • j
• • • • .
I_q 8 h - 2O h
,;5 _6 5_ 6b 6_ 7b 7_ =;
!,
Graph 2
A strong linearity between this variable and noise may be /16
seen; the correlation is moreover good since r = 0.96 is obtained, •
i.e_.93% of the mean annoyance variance is explained by the acoustic
level variance.
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iDetermination of Noise Thresholds
Although the mean annoyance variation is linear with noise,
it hides the existence of noise thresholds from which individual
discomfort accentuates considerably.
This is why the "5" indicator was retained for the fairly and
very annoyed subjects. Its variation to noise is shown in the graph
below:
A
%oonulation _fairly
;5-
50-
25 . . .
?-'" . . 0 .__.._,..€"_-_-'--'-_ " " ' Leq8 h'-20h
I " I I II I v _ ,2
•%0 55 60 65 ?0 75
Graph 3 _-"
A segmentation of the annoyance data confirms the very distinct
trend revealed on the graph, namely, the existence of three noise
regions.
-First Region: Leq < 60 dB(A) /18
i
In this region, which groups about 55% of the French urban pop-
ulation*, the indicator varies moOerately with noise; Based on this
indicato'r,the discomfort caused by noise is still bearable.
-Second Region: 60 < Leq < 65 dB(A_
This region contains about 20% of the urban population; the
indicator varies highly with noise, since from 60 to 65 dB(A), we •
have an increase from 20% to 60% of people who are fairly or very
annoyed.
/-_,, The annoyance in this region may be considered very strong.
.......•French cities o£ more than 20,000 inhabitants (re_-erence17).
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/,-'t'hlrd Region: L6q > 65 dB(A)
This region contains 25% of the French urban population; the
indicator, which was already at a high level, continues to vary
considerably with noise to reach a very critical level at 75 dB(A)
where nearly 90% of the population is fairly or very annoyed.
It seems that in that protective ,actions are imperative in
this region.
: II-2-2 - NIGHT ANNOYANCE
Indivi______dualAnnoyance
The graph below shows the variation of annoyance as a function
of Leq 0 h - 5 h on the front wall of a bedroom.
population.., very.annoyed /19
o
_ fairly annoyed
' 75".... _ flail -_-_very
not annoyed -_ ; _--
/'-_ . a
LeqOh_ 5h
1 | I I I 11'
40. 45 ........ 5.0 ..... 55 ..... 60 65 ,,,
Grap_ No. 4
The "very annoyed" and "not annoyed at all" curve inflects
at about 52 to 55 dBA).
The individual correlation between the annoyance felt and
the noise received on the bedroom wall is 0.48 (R2 = 0.23). Although
,lotas high as the daytime correlation, it is still very high. This
correlation is still slightly higher than that obtained with the Leq
of the most exposed wall in the daytime and the bedroom Leq in the
<'_" evening.
].5
M_icn Annoyance
The graph below shows the variation of annoyance as a function
of Leq 0 h - 5 h.
/20
4 mean annoyance r.a_ing
•€
3 Y = 0,067k - 1,35 . . ._._-'_
R2. 0,91
2
I
_qOh-Sh
i I I I I I I
35 40 45 50 55 50 65
Graph 5
f_
Like daytime annoyance, we see a strong linearity in the mean
annoyance confirmed by the_value of the correlation factor (r = 0.95).
Determination of the Noise Thresholds
\ The graph below shows the relationship between night annoyance
(percentage for fairly and very annoyed subjects) and Leq 0 h - 5 h.
% population (talrly and very annoyed) /21
75 ,_' '
5O
25
Leq 0 h - 5 h _ _ _
I I $ i I I
40 45 50 55 60 65 ,
Graph 6
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"_ r=alacion ANNOYANCE GENE
I_ _act_al s_r_e_ _ indiv, rating mean rating acoustic i_de_
• ,, , _
I.R,T. 1980 (i 500) 0,64 (de jour)* 0,96 (de jour)* Leq 8 h - 20 h
0,48 (de,nuit)** 0,95 (_e nuit)** Leq O h - 5 h
Bradley - Jonah 1979 0,46 Leq jour * -
(300)R_f_rence 22 0,48 Leq nuit **
,. , , , , ,,, , , •
Brown 1978 0,06(dej0ur)* 0,31(dejour)* Leq 6 h - 18 h
(818) R_f_rence 21 0,06 (de nuit)** 0,34 (de nuit) ** Leq 18 h - 6 h
,.... , , . , .,
Myncke - Cops 1977 0,42 (de jour)* 0,86(de _our)* Leq 7 h - 19 h
(775)R_f_rence 19 0,52 (de nuit)** Leq 23 h - 7 h
meilleur des cas
best case...........
-4
Yeowar_ et al 1977 0,74 Leq 24 h
•- (846)Rgf_rence 20
. • ,, j . , .,i, , - - _
I.R.T. 197_ 0,31 Leq 8 h - 20 h
(I 000) R_f_rence 7 O,21 (de,nuit)** Leq 0 h - 5 h
C.S.T.B. 1971 0,32 L 50 7 h 30 -
(700) R_f_rence 18 22 h 30
J. Langdon 1968 0,29 0,88 T.N. I
(I 200) R_f_rence 2
Key: *:daytime;**nighttime
/f--_
In contrast to daytime annoyance, no sudden variation in
the indicator is seen.
However, _or 50 and 55 dB(A) (figure given by segmentation)
there seems to be a more pronounced accentuation of the discomfort
felt, which would confirm the d_ytime thresholds of 60 and 65 dB(A)
(difference between daytime bedroom Leq and nighttime bedroom Leq
is 9.5 dB(A), i.e very close to I0 d B(A)).
\
II-2-3 - COMPARISON OF DAYTIME ANNOYANCE - NIGHTTIME ANNOYANCEi
The discomfort felt at night does not seem to be as great as
for the day for the simple reason that the noise levels during this
period are generally lower (on the average i0 dB(A) at least).
This observation hides fine lines which may diStingUished be-
tween the various cases.
If we compare the mean annoyance curves between the two per-
iods, we may •note that:
-less annoyance:is felt at night than in the day when Leq day -
Leq night >16 dB(A); the most frequent case;
-more annoyance is felt at night than in the day when the Leq
j_- day - Leq night < 6 dB(A); more infrequent case, although it does
exist.
II-2-4 - COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES _ -
The table below shows the results obtained in the studies
conducted since 1970 on noise annoyance caused by road traffic.
Comparisons are sometimes difficult to make because of the /22
diversity in the acoustic indices retained and particularly the
periods being considered.
However, we may estimate that the results obtained in this
survey on annoyance are at a considerably higher level than those
obtained in the past.
Until present, most studies detected a correlation between
the individual annoyance rating and noise from 0.3 to 0.4
(more recently close to 0.5 in BRADLEY's study) and from 0.75 to 0.85
for the mean annoyance ratings and noise.
The same is true for nighttime where the link between noise an_
annoyance was established only very rarely (AUBREE) and remained
modest in VALLET's survey (L 1 Index) and in LANDGON'S study (L 10
index).
How can these differences be explained?
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f_
-the more accurate measurement and the assignment of noise
levels are probably the greatest reasons for thse more solid links;
-people possibly have become more aware of the noise problem.
II-2-5 - ANNOYANCE MODULATION FACTORS
If a good correlation was established between noise and annoy-
_l_ce,on the whole, a certain number of individual factors modulate
it more or less (.seenext table).
Age
On the whole, there is no significant age difference. However,
it seems that in the mean noise levels, people 35 years or older
express greater discomfort.
C.S.P /24
If there is no impact due to C.S.P., the active/nonactive
criterion may be pertinent in some cases (which confirms VALLET's
results - reference 7).
Occupant's Status
f_ No meaningful difference between renter and owner was found.
However, the type of dwelling and more specifically the contrast ._
low-cost apartments and co-ownership seems to considerably modulate
the annoyance expressed.
Type of Traffic
The graph no. 7 shows that daytime annoyance is greater in
heavy traffic conditions (arterial, for example) for the same noise
level.
Climatic Difference
A variance analysis shows that there is a difference in the
annoyance level expressed between sites in different climates.
This difference will, moreover, be connected with the fact
that more people open windows (and hear more no_se) in Marseille
than in Lyon.
. These results simply indicate a general trend in later, mo_e
detailed studies, and are not within the framework of this study.
They will more clearly show the actual influence of each of these
factors. It is nonetheless true that the noise variable is more
f-: tied to annoyance at higher noise levels(
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% population (fairly and ve'ryannoyed) /26
81".
60-
40-
202 pC
Leq 8 h - 20 h
5'5 _o 45 7'o 7's
not annoyed Piiln__''_"
', _omewhat annoyed C
fairly annoyed
very annoyed
annoyance rating
Graph no. 7
II-2-6 - CLAMOUR /27
In conjunction with the:notion of annoyance, it seemed of inter-
est to assess the impact of traffic noise in terms of the clamour
F_-_ felt.[
The graph below shows the relationship between the daytime
noise level and the perencetage of rooms declared to be fairly and'
very noisy.
' % "fairly and very noisY" rooms
0
16
7_
5O
w
....... ,_q8h- 20h.
,7
Graph no. 7a
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A segment_itionof the,d.Ttaindicates that the two thresholds /28
in which clamour tends to accentuate are:
-First threshold: 58 dB(A)
-Second threshold: 64 dB(A).
These results are therefore fairly close to:those obtained
for daytime annoyanoe.
One may also check whether this indicator may be expressed as
follows, within the noise interval 50 - 70 dB(A):
In other words, one can confirm Whether the clamour felt
doubles when the noise level increases by"i0 dB(A).
The table below shows the observed and theoretical values.
s Noise Level Obseved I Values Theoretical I Values
50 23 23
55 32 32.5
60 42 46 •
65 64 65
70 88 92
There is no significant statistical difference between %hese
two distributions (CHI 2 = 0.54 - ddl = 4).
II-3 - NOISE AND BEHAVIOR PATTERN_ /29
II-3-1 - USAGE OF RESIDENTIAL SPACE
Usage of Dwelling
The assumption formulated is that noise may "discourage"
individuals from practicing certain noise-sensitive activities, i.e."
force them to practice them in rooms not "socially" designated for
these activities.
c_- Existence of the Activity
The results obtained do not show any noise impact on the ""
22
existence of certain activities such as watching TV, llstenlng to the
radio or music and intellectual work in the home (.children'shome-
work - family paperwork, etc.l.
B - Location of Activities in the Home
If one does not question the existence of activities practiced
\ in the home, one may wonder if they are not practiced by preference
in less exposed areas.
In other words, one tries to find_out whether activities are
transferred to less noisy rooms.
The method consists of comparing the acoustic distribution of
the rooms where the activity under study is practiced, with the
acoustic distribution of rooms in which this activity "normally"
should be excercieed.
In the first place, a "normal" room should be defined. This
is accomplished as follows:
Lodgings are classed into three groups:
.those for which the Leq 8 h - 20 h is < 60 dB(A)
.those for which Leq is between 6Q and 68 dB(A)
/.... .those for which Leq is > 68 dB(A).
This method of proceding seemed appropriate to us because it rlS30
is highly unlikely that transfers occur in quiet dwellings. We
therefore made the assumption that the "normal" distribution of
rooms in which the activity is exercised was determined on the
least exposed dwelling group (Leq _ 60 dB(A_) .
-we compared the acoustic distribution of the rooms in which
the activity is exercised with the distribution considered to be
normal;
-if activities are transferred between rooms, we should have
the type of result shown below on the next page.
The graph below shows per noise class the difference between /31
the percentage of rooms in which t_e activity is practiced and the
percentage of rooms where this activity should have been practiced
(this is _herefore a histogram difference).
It shows that based on a certain noise threshold, there is an
underexposure of the rooms used compared to normal rooms; this dif-
ference increases with noise_
This transfer assumption was tested on noise-sensitive activi-
hies, namely:
f_
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-listening to TV,
-reading;
-intellectual work in the home (.writingletters, administrative "
paperwork, etc.}°;
-sleep.
Now, let's examine the results.
p
In regard to watching TV, graph 8 shows for quiet homes
that there is a correlation between the TV room and the living
room of the apartment. Actually, the sound distributions are
very close and probably do not differ statistically (X = 0.32,
ddl = 2).
For the most expose_ dwellings (60 < Leq < 68 dB(A)_, the
resulsts are identical (X_ = 1.8, ddl = 5) (graph 8a).
I Finally, for the most exposed dwelling_ (Leq > 68 dB(A) sig-
nficiant differences are not always found (IX-= 1.76, ddl = 71
\ (graph 8 ter).
.... We may thus conclude that TV is most often listened to in
the living room no matter what the faqade noise level is.
In regard to sleeping, one comes to the same conclusions, /33
namely, that people _silleepin their bedroom. However bedrooms re-
served for inlaws and friends are more exposed than the other bed-
rooms (parents and children). This phenomenon occurs as of 66 - 68 dB(A) .
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-'Inregard to reading, in quiet homes people mostly read in
the living room (.graph9) (X2 = 1.2, ddl = 2). For_the most exposed
. dwellings, the phenomenon is the same (graph i0) (X2 = 1.27, ddl = 8).
As of 66 - 68 dB(A) there is no longer a coincidence between the
room in which people read and the living room. This activity is
therefore transferred to one (or several) less exposed rooms (in some
cases the kitchen is plotted in a dotted line.
Finally, the same procedure was followed for intellectual work
at home (graphs 12 - 13 - 14). The conclusions are the same as for
. reading: as of 66 - 68 dB(A) there is a statistica difference between
this activity and the living room (X2 = 47 - ddl = 8). Once again,
for this type of activity also, there is a transfer to the least ex-
posed rooms.
\
From this analysis, we may draw the following conclusions:
-the transfer of activities to the least exposed rooms takes
place only in certain conditions.
-these conditions are associated with:
.the distribution of the various _;oomsof the dwelling as a
function of noise: whether or not a double exposure exists;
f _the size of the dwelling and of the household: people sleep
in less exposed bedrooms only if one is availalbe (.whena child
leaves the family, for example);
.the nature of the activity: if reading and intellectual work
in the home are easily "transferable", as we have shown. In con-
trast, it is more limiting for family members when a TV is moved to
another room;
.the noise level of the room where the activity is normally ,_ b
takes lplace: existence of a tlansfer when Leq > 66 - 68 dB(A).
Y - Closin9 Windows
The need to close windows to do certain activities is shown
in the resulsts as one of the beMaviors which is the most sensitive
to noise.
We measured it for the following activities: TV listening -
reading- sleeping - kitchen (see graphs 15 to 18).
Although the noise - window closing relationship is linear, .
one may investigate the noise thresholds at which this behavior
tends to sharply increase.
:_ The table below shows the two segmentation thresholds of the
sample for this behavior in several of the activies discussed.
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Graph•no. 15 - TV Listening
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Activity Sound Index ist Thresh- 2nd Thresh-
\ old ol
TV listening Leq 8 h- 20 h 56 62
Reading leq 8 h - 20 h 56 71
Sleeping _ Leq 8 h - 20 h 57 67
_•Leq 0 h - 5 h 46 57
Kitchen Leq 8 h - 20 h 64 71
For sensitive activities, there is a close agreement on the
first threshold (56 - 57 dB(A); this behavior is therefore marginal
below this level and is associated with other parameters than noise.
The second threshold is rather variable and probably depends
on the sensitivity between noise and the activity. TV listening is
the most sensitive in terms of this behavior whereas reading is the
least_ These results may be compared with those obtained for activi-
ty transfers for which the conclusions were the opposite. Window _ "
closing is more sensitive ZOo TV listening insofar that this activity
cannot be transferred to other rooms. In contrast, reading is less
.--_ sensitive in high noise levels because people have the alternative of
going to less_:expo:aedrooms to read.
One of the main factors which may modulate this behavior is the /39
difference in the climate of Marseille and Lyon.
Graphs 19 to 21 show the clear difference in regard to window
closing between Marseille and Lyon. Th_s difference tends to atten-
uate, then disappear at about 72 .-73 dB(A). Above this noise level,
it seems that the climatic difference between these two cities is
not great enough and that windowclosing becomes an absolute necessity
in any climate.
•Use of Balconies
The impact of noise on the use of balconies was assessed,
based on the existence of several activiti_ which are more or less
sensitive to noise.
Graph 22 shows the only activities for which noise seems (but
only marginally) to have an impact.
Q
Actually, even at very low noise levels (Leq < 50 dB(A) most
activities are not practiced in high percentages (for example: only
_ 23% of the people talk on their balcony as quiet as it might be_.
Therefore, probably only parameters like the amount of sun-
shine and the size of the balcony play a crucial role in the use
of this space, with noise being only a secondary factor.
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II-3-2 - EFFECTS OF NOISE ON SLEEP AND HEALTH
Disturbing Sleep
/
The impact of noise on sleep was the subject of many investi--
gations, particularly in the physiological area (references 23 to
25) .
Our study is more focussed on a search for-indicators.
Graphs 23 to 25 show the relationships between noise and the
indicators associated with going to sleep, on the one hand, and
sleeping at night, on the other hand.
- Time required to go to sleep /54
Although the correlation between the time required to go to
sleep and noise is very small, it was possible to find a significant
relationship beween the percentage of people who go to sleep quickly
.... (t<20 mn) and the noise along the front wall of the bedroom.
B - Difficulty in going to sleep
The results are fairly similar, although there is a slightly
higher indi_idua_ correlation for people under 50 years of age;
there_is a signficant correlation between noise and the percentage
of people who often or very often have difficulty in going to sleep.
8 - Waking up at night
Graph 24 shows the variation of the percentage of people who
wake up at night often or very often.
Although the individual correlation is low, and higher for
people under 50 years of age, this link is significant.
p - Tired upon awakening
Graph 25 shows that between the lowest noise_levels (37 - 40
dB(A) and the highest noise levels (65 - 67 dB(A), the percentage
.... of people who are tired when they wake up has virtually doubled.
These results show on the whole that if noise is not the main
factor for explaining this, it has a considerable impact on sleep.
The table below depictsthis set of statistical elements .
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/56
Indicator Correlation Significativity Nighttime (day-
with noise Threshold time) noise
threshold
ist Th. 2nd Th.m
Time it takes to go
to sleep ....
Percentage of people
who go to sleep in 0.65 1% 44 53
less than 20 mn (55) (65)
Difficulty in going
to sleep
+50 years old 0.04 Insignifican_
-50 years old 0.17 1%
Percentage of people
who often and very
often have difficulty 0.73 <1% 45 55
in going to sleep (56) (65)
Percentage of people
who take sleeping 0.76 <1% 45 55
s pills at bedtime (55) (65)
Awaken at night
+ 50 years old 0.09 Insignificant
- 50 years old <1%
Percentage of people
who often and very 0.86 <1% 45 55
often awaken at night (55) (63)
It is striking to note that the thresholds for the variation
of Sleeping disturbances are the same for any indicator retained.
If we investigate the factor explaining sleep disturbances, /57
we see in graph 26 Cresult of?the analysis of main component) that:
-the disturbances which affect the time it takes to go to
sleep are highly associated with the age of the individual, in par-
ticular for those 50 years old or more or noise is_:nota factor;
-for those 50 years or under, the disturbances are less signi-
ficant, as we have seen in the explanation for noise;
-waking up in the middle of the night is a factor closely as-sociated with noise.
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Impacts of Noise On Health
Graph 27 shows the meaningful relatio_-,shipsbetween noisein the home and a few t "-ypzual "health problems"
With these res1_itswe see an increase in the impact of noise
in the vicinity of 64 dB(A) (leg nains - digestive prob_iems)and 61dB(A) for headaches.
The impact of noise on one's nervous condition may be deter-
mined from the capability of relaxiDg at home. Graph 28 shows a
slight variation due to noise, which becomes sharper at about 58dB (A). . - I_
An analysis of drug consumption allows one to think it is
connected with no_se on the average (see graph 29).
Actually the two most significant links pertain to She consump-
tion of sleeping pills and heart medicine. _he other two consump-
tions are less associated with noise (traDquilizers and medication
for the stomach). •
Noise tends to increase these behavioral patterns only at high
levels for the consumption of heart medicine (Leq > 70 dB(A)) and
in the vicinity of 60 - 62 dB(A) for the consumption of Sleepingpills.
.... Now, if we apply our reasoning to cumulated consumption (see
graph 30), we have a better idea of what the impact of noise may beon health.
A segmentation of the data pertaining to drug consumption
(see next :table) shows quite well the link with sleeping problems.
Subjects having a hard time going to sleep (which depend on
individual and reactional factors) tend to consume more drugs (33%
aga_ns% 10%) especially if they are older (on the average 57% of
those over 65 years of agel. Noise only reinforces this behavior
(69% when Leq> 62 dB(A)).
Subjects who fall asleep quilckly take less drugs, especially /61if they're young (<5%).
When the subjects awaken at night, this disturbance reinforcesdrug consumption.
Other more secondary variables seem to play a role also:
active people, undoubtedly living at the fast pace of modern life,
seem to take mor_ drugs.
II-3-3 - EQUIPMENT- INVESTMENTS IN THE HOME
Another area where we could make an assumption on the impact
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/_ Qf traffic noise is equipment and investments in the home.
For equipment, we thought it would be appropriate to retain
as indicator the number of reception devices in the home insofar
as these reception devices are necessary for practicing activities
which are sensitive to noJse_
For home investments, we distinguished "conventional" invest-
ments for maintenance and improvements and "heavier" investments
for sound i_sulation of the home°
Reception Equipment
Graph 31 below shows the variation of the percentage of equip-
ment cumulated for the following sets: TV - radio -HI-FT or taperecorders.
If the percentage of equipment for the two main sets (TV and
radio) is very stable with respect to noise, we could conclude in
contrast that for more of them (3 and 4 equipment) the noise might
possibly lead to a reduction in this percentage.
f/
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Graph no. 31
For "at least 3 equipment" this rate remains stable un to
70 dB(A) and is slightly lower afterward. "
This trend is not confirmed by the "maximl_mequipment"
curve (at least 4).
This amount of time these devices are listened to does not
vary much with the noise levels.
f-- Home Investments
The following variables were retained for maintenance and
improvements of the various rooms:
•percentage of rooms repainted or recarpeted in the past 5 vears,
.percentage of rooms equipped with a moquette_
.percentage of rooms equipped with thick carpet.
The latter two indicators might be more directly related to
noise. /64
The graph below shows that noise does not have a definite
influence on these indicators.
It is barely noticeable that above 72 dB(A) (very critical
case) there as a very slight variation due to noise.
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- Home Insulation /65
The graph below clearly shows how the percentage of insulated
homes (double windows or thick glass) varies with the noise level.
f_
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80 _____
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Graph no. 33
Key : l-Renter ; 2-Owner.
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Many factors affect thisbehavior. The analysis of the re-
_ sults of a data segmentation on home insulation (see table on next
i page) reveals the main factors:
-The noise level: it is the main incidental factor; this
behavior is more distinguishable beyond 66 - 68 dB(A) (24% instead
of 8%).
-The income level: this factor plays a role only below 66 - 68
dB(A); one_may therefore conclude that the noise level (and its ef-
fects) is not high enough to warrant the cost of home improvements,
except for households with high income levels (> 7,000 French francs).
Above 66 - 68 dB(A), the noise level is high enough to warrant in-
sulation "at any cost".
-The occupant,s status: owners take more action than renters. /67
The investment is therefore considered an unlost expense which may
valorize the home (see graph 33).
-How long the occuoant has been living in the home: finally,
it seems that old households tend to soundproof their homes more
than new ones. This is an objective reason to conclude that peopledo not get used to the noise.
II-3-4 - ESCAPING FROM THE HOME
The last area where we want to make an assumption on the impact
_-- of noise is escaping from the home.
o
More specifically, one wonders if an exposure to high noise
levels makes an individual and his family find escapes from the home:
-either temporarily in the daytime for housewives - week-ends
for the family, visiting friends;
-or permenantly, i.e. the family moves to another home.
Temporary Escapes
Graphs 34 to 37 do not show any obvious (.andsignficant) link
between noise and this type of escape, no matter how long one is ab-
sent in the day, visits friends (which happens to be the same as
visits from friends), week-end trips (two days) or Sunday excursions.
Graph 38 (result of an analysis of the main component) shows
quite well the main factors which explain excursions away from the
home: income - age - family situation.
Moving Away or a Permanent Escape /71
Like most behaviors analyzed until present, noise is an inci-dental variable.
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The table below (data segmentation) clearly shows the diffi- /71
culties of analyzing this type of behavior.
r
However, it reveals the following main ideas:
-on the whole, it is the occupant's status which determines
his behavior: it is easier for the renter to move (he does not have
the problem of reselling his home), and he also nas more obvious reasons
to move (looking for a more suitable lodging - b_ving his own home
etc.) ; - '
-for renters, a low rent, and especially
the uncertainty, of being able to find another dwelling for the same
rent, discourages them from moving;
-finally, noise has an effect (a quite noticeable one beyond
66 - 68 dB(A}): in this case the benefit of a relatively cheap rent
is not enough to encour_agethe'occupants to Stay when the noise level
is high; financial _compensation no longer applies.
Finally, let us point out that the fact of having sound proof-
ing in one's dwelling tends to considerably reduce the trend to moveout.
We may therefore consider that these two behavioral patterns
are sensitive in all cases up to 66 - 68 dB(A) and after which they tendto alternate.
r- II-4 - CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of the results of this study enables us to draw
the following conclusions:
.Some cases are directly associated with noise: sound insula-
tion - closing windows - transferring activities to less exposed rooms.
.Some are only indirectly associatedwith noise: moving out - /73drug consumption.
Thus, the behavioral patterns identified are more or less
due to noise; in other words, there are a large number of parameters
which affect them; two types may, however be distinguished:
.individual paramters: age - sensitivity to noise - family
status - occupancy status;
.limiting parame_erswhichdiscourage individuals from reacting
to noise are: income level- size of dwelling, for example.
This is why an analysis of these behavioral patterns is deli-
cate and would merit further, more detailedstudies.
__ 2 - The behavioral patterns aremore or less sensitive to noise,
some occur early (.averagenoise level) - others, subjected to certain
5O
I /yes: 387. I
1426-<_
renter no',: 62 % owner
: : 41 7. I : 29 %,
I
rent i,1097 ]rent or no rent
400 F • 26 7.I - > 400 F : 41%
[ 171 | Leaves every week-end | -_926 ]Leaves less often
Leq _ 68 dB(A)ILeq • 68 dB(A) : 54ZI : 41 7.
rent i i18 [ no rent . .
> 400 F : 42 %1 : 27 Zi
rent L___J
500_ < 900(F: 40ZI_en_ >.-_'IOOOF :50%
_. 580 _ r
_q _ 68 dB(A) : 38 %fLag > 68 dB(A) : 47 Z
I _ l
 osL165i**
-[ ,4 1 ! 11, I I 16_11 _, 1 (__, J F-T , 2a I1 1_oI [--_8---1 i 3_-]
yes 13 % 32 % 54 7. 30 Z 40 Z 50 7. 32 Z 50 Z 27 Z 29 7.
no- 87 Z 68 X 46 Z 70 % 60 1( 50 Z 68 % 50 70 73 X 71 Z
Plans to Move
*Has no sound insulation; ** Has sound insulation
-J
bo
f constraints, occur later (higher noise level).
3 - Certain behavioral patterns alternate: sound insulation -
moving out; others are associated with: moving - frequent week-end
excursions•
The table below shows the noise thresholds which clearly dem-
onstrate the main behavioral patterns identified as well as certain
effects of noise on sleep, health and annoyance•
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LEQ 8 B - 20 H
60 - 62 dB(A) 63._ 65 dB(A) I 66 - 68 dB(A) 69 - 70 dB(A)
_ LEQOH-5 H
50 - 52 dB(A) 53 - 55 dB(A). I
l
ANNOYANCE
-daytime and night:
•%AG and TG
.% TG
-clamour felt
f_
-headaches EFFECTS ON HEALTH AND SLEEP
-Difficulty in
falling asleep
-Decrease in short
time needed to
fall asleep
-Dften awakens at
night
-Leg pains
-Digestive prob-
lems
BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
-Taking sleeping -transferring -Taking heart
pills activities to medication
-closing windows to: quieter rooms
-listen to TV -planning to .
-read move
-sleep -sound proof-
ing
_ Beyond 65 dB(A) in Leq per day, behavioral),patterns occur
which may be considered extreme insofar as they considerably modify
the lifestyle of individuals and translate quite well the social
costs associatedwith noise
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CHAPTER III - BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS IN INDIVIDUAL HOMES /75
The numerous interviews conducted and observations made during*
the course of this survey were not initially focused on traffic
noise, but on lifestyles and living conditions in the home (inside
and out) and in the neighborhood. This fairly open approach seemed
indispensable to be able to properly assess the impact of noise on
all aspects of one's lifestyle. This procedure could have been
distorted through interviews focussing too quickly on noise.
Five sites exposed to noise were retained in Lyon and Marseille.
All information gathered through interviews and observations
allowed us to establish a topology of behavioral patterns which
provides a plausible explanation of the highly diverse reactions
expressed in regard to noise.
III-i - GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SITES AND THE POPULATION SAMPLES
The table below gathers_the Main information gathered for each
survey site.
In fact, it was discovered that each site was a standard case
in that it was distinguishable from the others bv the followingcriteria:
-socio-professional cagegory: worker - executive,
-occupancy status; owner - renter,
-when area became noisy: after or before moving in the home.
III-2 - THE STANDARD CASES OBSERVED
All interviews conducted (see appendix i) showed that noise
is one of the incidental factors for effective and social invest-
ments in the individual home.
It is therefore rarely the "first" criterion. For example,
the relationship "in the home" where one lives, with the residential
district in which the individual is found seems to be a fundamental
factor in understanding attitudes toward noise.
An analysis of these interviews allows us to distinguish /78
two cases of when the dwelling became noisy:
-the dwelling became noisy before moving in_ this factor is
then accounted for in the rent;
-the dwelling became noisy after moving in; this often means thehouse is devalued.
*Conducted by BETEREM for I.R.T.
f_/
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SITE TYPE OFDWEELING NATURE CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATIONS POPULATION
DATE GROUP
----m
A-Sh-Loup Detached house Rental 1927 29 dwellings very exposed to Workers
(block) (Low- noise from the highway east Municipal
cost of Marseille behind the block Employees
housing)
B- Beau R + 1 Villa Owner Beginning of ii dwellings very exposed
Lieu Resi- land develop- to highway noise north of lower sal-
dence ment in 1959 Marseille before the devel- aried busi-
ness :execu-
opment tives
C Chemin Self-built
des Olives homes R + 1 Owner Around 1950 A fagade moderately exposed E.D.F. employ-
to noise from Olive road ee
(increasing traffic)
D - Caluire Villa Owner -1946 One faqade highly exposed Lower execu-
u_ AV. G@n@ral -1973 to noise. £ives
de Gaulle Traffic increasing since Businessme_
- -- 1973.
E - Limon- Detached home Renting -1959 -2 faqades highly exposed Workers
est R + 1 from to noise between Highway
Villa brickyard A6 and N6. N6 existed, Retired or
with N6 existing when homes lower execu-
were built, A6 backside of tives
Highway A6 behind dwellings
For observed behavior, we find the same patterns as for those
interviewed in the survey conducted by IR.RT in 1975, especially
in the sites of Metz, Givors and Clermont-Ferrand (reference 14),
namely :
-disturbance of certain activities:
.TV- music listening
•conversations
•relaxation
•sleep
-under-usage of certain parts of the dwelling:
.transferring activies to less exposed rooms
.losing pleasure in working in garden (abandoning leisure activities)
In certain cases, this undereusage devaluates the room:
-consumption of sleeping pills;
-investment in the home to preserve its market value (insulation,
room improvementsl •
All of the observations thus gathered were structured into
several standard cases which form the typology of behavioral patterns
and attitudes toward noise•
This typology is undoubtedly not unique, but has the advantage
of providing a better understanding of the verbal and behavioral
reactions to noise•f
From this we established 5 standard cases of behavior: /79
-veiling the noise - valorizing the dwelling;
-unbearable noise - drop in home investments;
-adaptation to noise - restricting lifestyle;
-devalorization of home - undecisive about noise;
-compromising with noise - valorization of home.
We can see right away that it is the overall role of the home,
associated with many factors among which noise is rarely the es-
sential one, that allows us to understand the verbal and behavioral
reactions to a situation objectively characterized as noise annoy-ance.
II-2-1 - VEILING THE NOISE - VALORIZING THE DWELLING
An interpretation of this case and the reactions to noise
associated with it find their source in what is fundamentally the
individual home for a large part of the population•
In this regard, we extensively developed the Saint-Loup block,
see appendix i, as an association of 3 factors: individual dwelling
in Marseille, modest rent, good social integration in a homogenous
.... environment -leads to an generally positive judgment On a dwelling
which is quite different from an apartment, and tends to develop a
tacit acceptance of traffice noise which is outside this highly
valorized system which the "social unity" block is.
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i
The individual home seems like realizing a dream inv01ving
F a lifestyle not accessible to everyone, but that one has reached.
The individual home plays a role of separation with others and
becomes a factor or social valorization index. One distinguishes
oneself from those who live in apartment buildings presenting an
image of "social melting pot", i.e. families with problems, de-
linquents, immigrants. Living in apartment buildings, one risks
becoming associated with this image and being subjected to the in-
trusion of others. Living in an individual home means that one is
not bothered, but also that one does not bother others. The ab-
sence of close neighbors amplifies the meaning of being at home.
Traffic noise is also an outside factor and the annoyance it might
cause is minimized, if not eliminated.
Of course, we could wonder why "eliminate" the noise? Why in
all of these cases, as they are in highly exposed areas, do people
not speak spontaneously of traffic noise? Even more, when the
interviewer brings up the problem, they recognize the existence of
nosie, but immediately minimize it with respect to noise in collec-
tive dwellings _ And why is this? Perhaps there is the desire to
show the interviewer that one is happy with one's lifestyle and to
emphasize the noise factor would be to show disatisfaction. Howev-
er, this interpretation is not enough, because this manner of "veil-
ing the noise problem" also exists on the behavioral level:
-shutters and windows are easily open, sometimes even while
sleeping;
-the garden is not simply used to garden, it is also used for
relaxation, to take meals in and even to receive friends;
-the individual home fully plays a role of "vacation home" and
week-ends are often spent receiving family members who live down-
town;
-in some cases, the inside space is rearranged, but is never
done so for the single purpose of blocking out noise. It is always
an outside event Ichild leaves home, need for an office, new bath-
room, etc_.which is the reason for the rearrangement. Traffic
noise appears among other factors (amount of sunshine in particular)
in the decision to make improvements in certain areas.
These cases are misleading and the notion of "annoyance'_does
not seem very appropriate here. However, let Us stress that these
cases existed before noise became a,problem, and nothing prevents
us from thinking these are statistically marginal cases and that
most families would have refused this location.
These installations orior to the existence of noise also made
it possible for us to have acccess to a type of dwelling which
would not have been the case without noise.
We can thus speak of a true financial compensation by the
market which the buyer would benefit from by moving back to his
home. This process would account for a certain overvaluation of
_ the dwelling which would be "artificially" maintained by behavioral
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_-_ patterns which become increasingly rigid the closer the owner
arrives at the end of the residential curse.
III-2-2 - UNBEARABLE NOISE - REDUCING HOME INVESTMENTS /81
Personal and affective problems may be the cause of one's
detachment from the dwelling. It is an (affective) process of
reducing one'siinvestments in the home per se_. The home which
signifies "family unity" was disrupted by the history itself of
the family. Let us briefly recall the case of this individual
for whom noLse reinforces a psychic and family insatisfaction -
death of his mother who devoted her entire life to the home, de-parture of her son-.
"....in my home, I have silence with good and bad memories...
but this noise invades my privacy (....), so why I go away, I feelbetter..."
We encountered - in Saint-Loup also - another person who, _like
the one abo_e, would like to leave his home and the block for "some-
where else". It is a permenantly invalid man who has s'eriousprob-lems with his wife.
Noise in these two cases is presented and lived as a cause and
aggravation of an illness and living conditions. The personal reas-
ons of insatisfaction are projected to home environmental conditions
_ and noise is a major factor and reinforces the rejection of a situa-
tion which one wants to escape.
Investments, whiehhave become impossible _o make in the home,
are spent "elsewhere". One individual invests in his work, others
in an individual home somewhere else. Everything that goes on out--
side the home is positive and is opposite to the reality of the
home. Whether a real or symbolic escape, it is a statement of dis--
comfort in the home which has become empty of everything of value.
The role noise plays is not easy to pinpoint in these cases.
We can simply say that noise is not the only cause, because these
dwellings are not more exposed to noise than those of the preceding
type ("the valorized individual"). To use modern language, let us
say that is is probably the existence of personnel and affective
problems which creates an environment which is conducive to very
strong reactions to noise. In these psycho-affective conditions,
noise can seem to be the cause of serious problems, even causingdepression.
In these cases, noise is experienced as an unbearable element
and surely increases the reductions in home investments.
As far as behavioral patterns are concerned, h_es and gardens
r-, are abandoned (not kept upS. The most common behavior pattern is
to escape the home, as every moment spentthere is considered un-
bearable, because of the no_se problem.
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Such behavior seems to be fairly typical of people who are
/- rather passive toward the problems of modern life.
III-2-3 - ADAPTATION - RESTRICTION /82
These cases correspond to tenants whose income levels are low.
For inhabitants of Cit_ du Mois housing complex, the future
is precarious. First, the economic and p_litical situation of the
brickyard (new people are not hired after workers leave for retire-
ment, rather, temporary workers are called in) makes their future
unstable and uncertain. The "only certainty" for them is that they
have to leave their home when they retire and will have to face a
lower income and the difficulty of finding housing. Such a precar-
ious situation makes any (affectivel investment in the home impos-sible.
This situation of precariousness and (forced) passiveness to-
ward the home makes one also have a passive attitude toward traffic
noise.
-insulation cannot be put in for econcomic reasons;
-gardens are essentially used for growing vegetables (again,
for economic reasons). They are not used for relaxation and rest
"as was the case a few years ago" (before the highway was built);
-one cannot say that people escape the home (in the evening or
week-ends). Where can one go and where does the money come from?
-windows are closed virtually all the time - on the side of
the Nationale 6 highway - and even so, sleep does not help.
In all of these cases, noise is distinctly identified as a
...... source of considerable annoyance and people's behavior toward noise
IImay be characterized as adaptation - restriction".
We want to stress that noise not only annoys certain activities,
but it actually reduces the lifestyle outside the home, especially
the social life which is notdeveloped and is becoming non-existent.
III-2-4 - DEVALUATION OF THE HOME /83
In this case, the noise problem appears after moving into the
home. The annoyance felt is maximum.
New and increasing traffic is an element which disturbed this
equilibrium. Noise is identified as disturbing and this is reflec-
ted in verbal reactions - opinions - as well as in behavioral pat-terns.
Noise is an annoyance which disturbs daily life and social
live even more. Traffic noise is synonymous with unbearable noise
as soon as reference is made to this in the _presence of others.
f_ _ithin the home, the noise level is often judged on the basis_of
the opinionof the people received.
The noise that is heard and that others hear is antimonic of
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_ the social image searched for. Paradoxally, adapting to noise by
J reorganizing rooms and installing double windows, if it is consid-
ered at all, is considered hard to do. The attitude is that a
certain equilibrium which existed was broken by the arrival of
traffic noise, and it is hard to adapt to a new unpredicted situ-
ation. The intrusion of traffic noise in the social project makes
people's behavior incoherent and creates an intolerance to the an-
noyance.
In all of these cases, noise is perfectly identified as an
annoyance, as a disturbing element, even if reactions range from
adaptation to a desire to move away.t
It is in these cases that the notion of discomfort seems the
most pertinent because of noise, things are not done where they
should be; noise in particular seems to alter the functions of out-
side space.
-the noble space of the garden in front of the house has taken on
almost exclusively a role of decor and is no longer used for relaxa-
tion;
-people no longer eat out in the front yard, but in the most un-
pleasant part of the garden, in the back yard in a cramped area right
next to neighbors;
-for family events (.childleaves home) rooms are generally re-.
assigned on the basis of noise. This leads to a more limited use
_ of rooms in the front of the house, and which are the most pleasantrooms.
As we have stressed, it is indeed in these cases where no_se
came on the scene after people moved in where discomfort is maxim-
um, whether it be direct or induced. In this case, the feeling of
being cheated or "trapped" is just as important as the discomfort
felt and causes a real feeling of disat_isfaCtion.
III-2-5 - ADAPTATION - BREAKDOWN /84
This case is very different from the others and is characterizedby:
-a full awareness of noise as an annoyance before making thedecision to move;
-a full awareness that despite the noise problem the dwelling
has considerable advantages in terms of cost _onsiderations;
-in these conditions, the decision made consists of selecting
this type of dwelling (in the cases we saw: a true country home,
near the city) and doing everything possible to reduce the noiseproblem.
At the behavioral level, an anti-noise strategy was developed
to reduce annoyance without losing the benefits:
f-
-As soon as people move in "thehome, it is restructured to
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z_-_ adapt as far as possible and to minimize the noise drawbacks with-
out limiting the use of space. The whole house is gone over care-
fully to make the best use of its resources. The bedrooms are insul-
ated and where possible _are oriented away from the noise. Space
is redistributed not only based on what a single family home "should
be", but for maximizing its use in terms of the noise problem.
-The noise problem is the greatest for outside space, but here
again, its use is maximized in terms of _he annoyance it causes
(adaptation to noise). This does not mean the most pleasantspaces
are used, but those which are the best adapted to the activity de-
sired. In this light, the entire terrain has a function: the vege-
table garden is the closest to the traffic, eating or relaxation
areas are the farthest away. In all cases, the use of space is op-
timized in terms of traffic noise.
It is hard in this case to speak of induced annoyance, i._e.if
certain activies do not take place in ideal conditions, they would
not exist at all without the presence of noise which made this iife-
style possible by its effect on housing costs.
III-3 - SYNTHESIS OF BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS /85
By presenting this typology, which could not possibly be ex-
haustive, we may bring to light the variables which seem to explain
people's behavioral patterns and attitudes toward noise.
We retained five of these:
-The date _he no&se problem s_arted is one of the variables
• which conditions attitudes and behavioral patterns. A distinction
should therefore be made of:
.cases where noise was a problem before people moved into theirhome;
.cases where noise became a problem after people moved into
their home.
-The "individual capacity" to handle problems which arise,
and the noise problem in particular. This allows us to class people
into "active" and "passive" groups;
-Finally, other variables may be used to explain behavioral
patterns, but it is hard to say which one explains more than the
others. These are:
•occupancy status: the tenant will hesitate to insulate his
dwelling - the owner will hesitate much less;
.the income level which conditions ways of reactfhg to noise
problems (going away for week-ends, improving rooms);.......
oi .it is hard for an owner, who invested conSiderab[y_in his
home, to start over again by moving or investing more to reduce
the no_se problem.
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_ -the diagram on the next page shows a synthesis of this
typology by distinguishing the various cases based on the pertin-
ent variables retained. In each of these 5 cases, the observed or
revealed behavioral patterns are shown: expression of annoyance -
attitude toward home.
KEY TO DIAGRAM ON NEXT PAGE
1-Behavior in individual home;..........
2-Noise before moving into dwelling;
3-Probable financial compensation: lower purchase cost; low rent;
4-No psychological problems;
5-No considerable financial capabilities at end of residential cursus;
6-Financial capabilities during residential cursus;
7-Owner;
8-Tenant;
9-Psychological problems (family especially);
10-Noise after moving into home;
ll-No financial compensation;
12-No psychological problems;
a-Case i; b-Case 3; c-Case 5; d-Case 2; e-Case 4.
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TYPOLOGY OF BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS (continued)
- Cases
AttiZ -
tudes & - - No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5
-,_ Behaviors
Noise Annoyance Recognized Recognized Recognized Recognized Recognzied
very little and strong and strong and strong and strongor not at all
M
Attitude toward Strong "arti- Affective Captivity Market Actual
home ficial" val- reductions home res- devaluation Valorization
orization in invest- trictions
ments
Behaviors: --
.Activitie_ No_ many Many Many (wind- Many Many prior to
disturbed (TV - radio) (window clos- ow closing) anti-noise
normal window ing)
opening strategy
.Use of space
-inside Normal Modifications Normal (be- Activities Voluntary re-
in use of cer- cause double transferred assignment of
tain rooms high expos- to rooms and rooms and re-
ure) to least ex- organization
posed part of garden space.
of garden.
-garden Normal (rest- Not kept up Reduced torelaxation -
visits) vegetable
growing-No
_elaxation
.Escape Evenings/week- Impossible- Great hesita-
ends/planning no resources tion between
to move moving and
insulation
.Investing Improving Rooms poorly
(more or less) certain maintained -- Sound insulation
rooms of rooms
.Health Depression,/ -- Takes a few -
drug consumption sleeping pills \,
fatigue
APPENDIX I ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS /88
I - ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEWS IN A COLLECTIVE DWELLING /89
Our intention here is not to review each interview one by one,
but rather to offer an analysis of several typical cases which, by
the wealth of information gathered, enabled the main themes develop-
ed in the questionnaire to be exposed.
Case No. I: H.L.M. (Low-Cost Housing[ Tenant - _aytime Leq = 76 dB(A)
.Parent age group 50 - 40 years
.i child 8 years
.Profession: central heating installer, P.T.T. employee
.Apartment F 4: - kitchen and living room exposed to highway
- 2 bedrooms on Morel Street
1 - Two years ago, the family wanted a larger apartment and
requested F 4, rather than F 3, to have 2 bedrooms on Morel street.
In their old apartment, they realized during the visit of a friend,
that it was no longer possible to sleep in the living room along the
expressway.
2 -Reactions to the Noise Problem
2a - The father complained of the highway noise. Thefirst buses
going by woke him up in the morning.
In the evening, he had a hard time failing-asleep.
In the daytime, he had the impression of going to work tired,
when he came back home after work, he had the impression of not be-
ing able to rest. On days he didn't go to work, he was not able to
rest. He believes the situation cannot last, his nerves can no longer
stand the situation.
He comes from a small rural city. He came to Lyon only 3 years
ago. He did not get used to a big city. At work, he finds the sound
annoyance less intensive. He worked in an apartment exposed to the ._
vibration-s of metro construction work, but found this was bearable.
It is mainly bus, truck and motorcycle noise which bothers him.
He makes no or little mention of noises within his apartment /90
or the apartment block, except for motorcycles_within the block and
bowl players in the summer.
2b - The mother also comes from a rural area, but came to the
city earlier. She complains mainly of noisezin'the evening and at
night. People who go away for the week-end or on vacation, travel
at night. Duirng the day, she says she is too busy to think of noise,
although she does say the noise level in the daytime is higher than
she first thought. In the morning, her husband makes noise and her
son wakes her up. They turn on the radio or TV very loud to block
out the highway noise. She plays the transistor less loud, but it
f_ is on while she is working, giving her a steady background noise.
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2c - The child does not complain of the noise, "he is the
r one who makes noise" the parents say. He complains that he cannot
" listen to the TV like he wants. He has to turn the volume up: his
parents often tell him to lower it. This is the main complaint
against noise.
3 - Occupying the Dwelling: Pace of Daily Life
-The living room nook is virtually unused and has little furni-
ture.
-The TV is between the living room and dining rooom.
-In the daytime, the mother does her work near the table of the
dining room nook (sewing, ironing, etc.). She sits down near the
kitchen door, and often works in the kitchen too. As she is always
busy, nDise doesn't bother her when she is working.
-When he wants to write or read, the father goes into the
bedroom. The child does his homework in the living room. In the
evening, the whole family watches TV in the living room. The volume
is turned up a little to block out the sound of the highway. When
the TV is turned on again, one is surprised by the sound intensity.
Whereas the family lives in the living room, which is close enough
to the kitchen where part of the household tasks are carried out,
highway noise makes it difficult for family members to talk to each
other. One has to shout to be heard. Family life is centered on
p_ the time spent in the living room, time for_rest, leisure and com-
.... munication. Noise from the highway is experienced as a communica-
tion handicap, a source of fatigue and sometimes conflict, a source
of disinterest for any norma! leisure inside the home: reading,_ /91
listening to records. We find two phenomena occurring concurrently
and which will be rediscovered in case studies of this site.
3a - The annoyance associated with highway noise turns%off one's
interest for a consumption mode, a type of formalized leisure within
the dwelling and a more differentiated mode of occupying the dwel-
ling, These are modes and types specific to the middle class, and are
highly broadcasted by media masses. In this case, this disinterest is
described at<length by the h_usehold members interviewed. People _
don't buy furniture, except for the living room. The living room
nook is empty: "we never go there" "we ,,
, use it only for the telephone ,
"I put my ironing there". The living room carpet is not redone, but
it is redone in the bedrooms. The kitchen was repainted. A_!desk
was purchased for the child'slbedroom for writing and reading. His
mother fills it with papers in the daytime. His father rarely does.
When he comes home at night, he is tired and goes to his bedroom.
The parental bedroom is cluttered with new furniture (large bed and
dresser). The only "cultural" activity is watching TV at night.
Here again, this is a non-formalized consumntion. No program is
selected. It is turned on just before dinner. Yet, one would have
preferred to read or listen to something really interesting, but
f- this is not possible. •
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3b - Void of communication and affective exchanges, family
t.... intimacy has no place to be shared. Because of noise, the family
stays together, but without speaking. To speak one often has to
close windows first, which is not compatible with household activi-
ties, nor with the non-formalized aspect of communication. Only
when someome comes from outside is the window closed to be able
to speak (formalized communication). Traditional manners are there-
fore observed, but not to the usual extent (spontaneous intense ex-
changes escaping social constraint). Highway annoyance is exper-
ienced as something which shuts _amily members off from each other,
which creates conflicts with those one expects most to share affec-
tion with, and also has a negative impact on socialization with
neihbors.
This two-fold inhibition leads to a daily life carried out in
a ritual manner in a hostile environment, involving in the long term
a cumulative process and a saturation. "There is nothing we can do,
we can't stand this any longer ... and fortunately the traffic is not
as heavy as expected ... otherwise, I think we would go crazy".
4 - In the case of apartments at Mermoz-Sud, highway noise an-
noyance is even greater, because wall insulation is defective and
floor heating is used. Annoyances caused by heat or cold, dust and
wind blowing on shutters are added to highway noise. The window de-
seign does not make it possible to install joints to improve the in-
sulation. A better insulation _sound and heat) would solve onlypart of the heat discomfort.
Living room and kitchen windows let cold air from the North
winds pass through. When it blows, it is hard to remain sitting in
the living room or near the working area of the kitchen. The family
then closes the shutters, which are even noisy (flexible, wind-blown
shutters which lock easily). In contrast, as soon as temperatures
go up, since the heating is not adjustable, one has to open the wind-
ows and let the highway noise come in.
5 - Not many activities are bothered, because the lifestyle is
not very formal. As we have seen above, noise from the highway is
more of a constraint on the entire lifestyle and family communication.
The high noise level is noticed when waking up in the morning,
however. It bothers consersations, the understanding of texts on
TV, prevents people from reading (.otherthan the newspaper or maga-
zines) and from listeningto records.
6 - Induced or Modified Activity
This refers to limited activity and a limited modification of
the dwelling which is not done to change behavioral patterns. The
family Qften :visits parents in the country for the week-end; rest
there is especially appreciated. The child divides his time between
f_ the school, the school yard where he is supervised by the baby sitter
on holidays and the family apartment. His parents do not allow him
to play unsupervised.
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7 - Working in the building, the father inquired several times
/- about insulation costs. He eshimated that it would cost 5,000
French francs to insulate each of the three living room and kit-
chen windows. He described the techniques to be used. The fact
of occupying an H.L.M. (low-cost apartment) made it impossible to
consider taking on these costs, he thought. In constrast, he in-
quired several times about whether the joints could be installed.
The installation of double curtains seemed warranted to him both
for reducing noise and for protection from winds. He estimated
that it would cost 1,700 - 1,800 French francs, but does not have
the money now. For the time being, the family is hoping for a
collective solution to this noise problem (installation of an ef-
ficient double window]. For other problems, including noise em-
enating fromwithin the apartment complex, the family believes /93
that collective solutions may come about and have already been
made for the youth and the cul-de-sac requested for Morel and Cote
Streets.
8 - The noise constraint seems to have contributed, among other
elements, to a reduction in social relations. This means the fam-
ily has less desire to entertain friends, the father prefers to
Visit friends who live in a quieter apartment, rather than bring-
ing them home. Collective life remains the last bastion of a so-
ciability which at one time went much farther beyond it.
9 - The situation seems more and more unbearable for the father.
Although they have not taken any steps, the two parents have dif-
ferent ideas: the father's project would be to find some land and
to have a house built not too far from the city. He wife thinks
that at present, they do not have enough money to consider such an
endeavor and that most sites or land available in East Lyon are
exposed to annoyances. She works downtown and would prefer rent-
ing an old apartmsnt in a quiet street in this area.
These projects are solutions to flee highway noise. It is pri-
marily a collective solution _he family is waiting for. The pro-
jection of each spouse of owning a residential home can be realized
only in a distant future, when the economic resources of the fam-
ily will be less limited.
Case No. 2: H.L.M. (Low-Cost Apartment] Tenant - _aytime Leq =
76 dB(A)
.Couple 52 to 50 years -
.Four children: 25, 21,'16 and 7 years
.Profession: worker
1 - Selection of the Dwelling
The family moved into an F 4 apartment model in 1969. It is
an apartment reserved for the 1% employers benefit. Before, the
f- family lived in another apartment, also reserved by the employer.
It was an F 3 on the 10th floor of the U.C. 8 de Bron-Parilly,
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oThe old apartment was too small: the couple was expecting their
fourth child. The family took the first large apartment free,
among those of the company. When it left U.C. 8, it left a small /94
poorly heated apartment (the heating system was rebuilt 6 months
later), exposed to the roar of the peripheral boulevard (future
LY i), but with a nice view of Lyon.
The new apartment was larger, had an extra bedroom, a double
exposure over the inside area of the complex and from the living
room, over Mermoz Avenue. Despite the presence of lights, the
presence of trees, a large separation from the road, the noise
seemed farther away, the roar had disappeared. The family was
closer to downtown and the business center. Finally, the rent
was not much higher.
2 - Reactions To Noise
The t_ansformationof the avenue into a highway, the proximit_
of a bus stop and the presence of a sewer plate which flaps
against the wheels of heavy-weight trucks and make their cargo
knock, will introduce an extremely negative experience for 5 of
the 6 family members. The sound annoynace, here, cumulates in the
backfire noises, a virtually continuous rolling, very violent
shock noises,and vibrations.
-_ For the father, who was raised in the country, factory work
completely changed his lifestyle. Finding himself living in an
area exposed to noise.at an age of ove_ 50 years, he feels trapped.
It.is a failure of a lifestyle where the father accepts unpleasant
working conditions (along with another annoyance: noise) to insure
safety and tranquility in the home. The home is the opposite pole
of work. "People will come... We'_e. had enough from all stand-
points, look, at 50 years old one would like to havesome peace,
we had a child late ... we are tired, and we can't even rest peace-fully".
This sentence is to be compared with that of another worker
interviewed, declaring in a positive manner: "Four or five years
from now, they should be able to make furniture we can rest on".
Noise in the home is therefore a:very negative-experience, in-
ducing weariness caused by the accumulated fatigue of work. This
experience results in reductions in investments in the home, a
loss of initiative for any improvement. The noise persists, re-
enforcinqthe feeling of failing at home, a symbolic translation of
social failure in a system of values dominating our society-
"the sacrifice of the father" to allow the emergence of a certain
standard of living for the family, a standard for which the two
main dimensions are the home and the schools for the children.
The noise which the dwelling is exposed to inhibits this process
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For-the mother, the noise is dramatized. It is one of the /95
( cumulative causes of:.'ithew ariness or nervous tension 'exper-
ienced by all members of the family, and of-_he medica_i,professi0nall_......
andlscholasti'cproblems. For her, +t_i§"-the-main--ca-u-s-_-b_f-_er-....
...... "in the winter,:' _ :.-._physical •state-_he •suffersfrom _hypertension%',°.-
I gain weight, ... In the summer",I go to_thecountry, I do not
. hear all of these noises, the annoyance of all _thesenoises, I
lose.weight., I asked a,physician specialist, he told .me" "You
need not look farther, you are worn out by.inOise."_-,_.:,-.
This dramatization goes as far :aspersonnifying the highway as
deadly: ".Shesaid:th_s-liig_way wi'.llkill me and she was _ndeed
killed on the highway. ',Myfather i he said_ the noise kills
people and he said it. He had worked in"a noisy factory and he
said this wore away one fourth of his life. Oh, I am _really
sick of :this".
,!I_am given tranquilizers for the •heart and I am treated'for
_:_iiill." "!- hypertension and all, but sinceiwe have been .living here, :well,.• : my situation has worsened.to the point that Ihave •.to see a car-
. diologist :every.3 months_._,You see this noise •grinds on one'zs
nerves without realizing it", .-_• ;,._L_:-:._.#._:......._-.
, -: [ , , ......,_m.•.,...i::i17:'_.,,._, - ,
The elder son:worked_;a'_night .for awhile.....During the .day, his
sleep..washighly,disturbed -andhe fell.sick,tl_ The doctor at work
!:i_i_.i.i:: prohibited him ;fromworking-:atnigkt. During '.hisvacation_ he
?i_:_;:;:.:__ goes_to:the mountalns# heIs in love .wlthsilence:._;_:_i_Ti.7:4_::_-_:_:.:_._,_ .i.
"_ The secondson is_2i'years old and _is doing"_'L_smiii_Y service
He.failed his high. sahool'examandwas not able _to •
-':_find•work afterward.':_He .said. £his i not possible_ _Icannot.con-: w :_"
centrate". When he :returned -fromGermany, he___.s.aid".hecould not i "<
! sleep., On feelingthecon r.a=_fof..._he never:-SlePfi-more--£hanlhe=didTYa£ith.e,b_acMs 'I
.:.. He has the _-_n-£Yto?be:back in ;:fihai-_iei_i_a_t-mos'phere.He:ifI
_:._(../._would"like'to:work it xs quiet./..: •
• j ,-•:"fD "$'."
vity in the;home annoys her as muchas the:highway noise: the vacuum
her parents ;t0 ;insulatethe nook she sleeps"in 'with her little sister.
To listen to.mus_b or English records, she goes into her parent,s
_.........room..-_;.She.oftenasks her parents why they don"t move.71iLThey feel
of-trouBle at school and says-thatthe
an'.
/She has a good appehite.
3 - Occupancy of the Dwelling
The apartment is small for the family's size. The two boys
share the room next to the front door. They can thus receive
their friends, go in and out without restriction or bothering the
rest of the family. They sleep on bunkbeds, which gives them
more room in their room.
The parents sleep in the second bedroom. The daughters come
in to do their homework, listen to records in the daytime where
it is more quiet. This room is too cluttered to put the TV in;
Besides_ moving the TV does not correspond to the cultural model
of the family. As the third child said "It's not so much a quest-
ion of TV, we have no family room, no bedroom".
Actually, the two smallest children sleep in the living room
nook in bunkbeds. The living room nook is their bedroom, they
spend their time there, but they are also exposed to the highway
noise and to the noise of familyactivities. When they are pre-
sent, there is constant interaction between their activity and
that of the family which assembles in the family room. "Day before
yesterday, we were hot, we had opened the window, she said, oh
close it, I can't stand that infernal noise. Then she wanted to
_-- pull the curtains, but that wouldn't cool us off ... well, the
soundproofing, the equipment should do this".
In this case, contrary to what one might believe, the family
does not blame highway noise for the problems of interaction due
_o o_ercr_wding In the apartment. It is in fact the noise which
makes it impossible to establish a valid compromise. Actually,
as we shall see below, a whole series of behavioral patterns were
given up to make the family room relatively quiet (TV, window
opening, vacuum cleaner. In an apartment not exposed to noise,
this compromise would be enough. Here, the constant exposure to
h_gbway noise at times where each member is present and wants
either to study or to talk, frustrates the household members who
want to be able to use their family room "normally" and the girls
who want to have their own space. This is especially important
for the older daughter. The youngest _oes not require her own
space as much because of her age (she is 7).
One should also add that the space for the girls is also exposed /97
to the winter cold, along with part of the room closest to the
i highway. It is hard to stay there when the north wind is blowing.
At night, the highway noise (trucks, motorcycles, horns espe-
ciallyl awaken the older daughter ; the cold bothers both of them.
The dining room area of the living room does not fulfiil all
the functions it used to for the family. One expects this less.
7O
Except for moments of more intense exchanges (father returning
home, around the dinner table at night), the father tends to
_-- stay in the bedroom more than in the living room. The eldest
daughter thus does part of her school workand listens to records
in the parent's bedroom.
The mother, who once appreciated resting in a eh_irnear the
window, gave this up and prefers taking a nap in the room at the
beginning of the afternoon. She does her household chores in the
living room. The need to open windows when she is cooking often
causes conflicts. As the family has not given up spontaneous com-
munication, it is hard to initiate it: one cannot hear between
the kitchen and the bedroom. One has to shout. Finally, because
members confine themselves to the bedrooms part of the day, this
is considered a constraint, particularly since the insulation is
not complete. The ideal, and this is not possible because of the
noise problem, is to be able to rest quietly in the family room
with the entire family. This was expressed in a negative manner
by the moth,r: "But it's disappointing, life is disappointing and
well... There are moments, I assure you, I say sometimes we would
like to have some quiet, if I told you I lay down for two hours
each day after the lunch, I go into the bedroom and close out
everything, I close the doors, everything, and through these doors,
the noise annoys me, gets me uptight ... and annoys_my husband
more than me, but for me, it gets me uptight".
The noise exposure of the living room makes this family use
the space in the apartment in a way it normally would not choose.
_-- St _rustrates ithesatisfactions the family would like to have.
4 - The highway noise annoyance is acc_ntauted by the poor heat
insulation. As soon as the north wind blows, one cannot remain
sitting in the living room near the windows. The black dust would
require intensive and daily maintenance that one doesn't have time
for and that moreover creates even more annoyances and conflicts
(.noisyvacuum, need to open windows_. This rapid contamination
of b1_ck dust on window panes, glass, shutters, fish tank, expres-
ses the weariness and displeasure of the mother who no longer
finds any satisfaction, whereas before she introduced herself as
a "housewife". "Moreover, I as a housewife, I like my home, but
it's disgusting ... it is disgusting, I say it is disgusting from
all standpoints, the noise and the filth it makes, I mean, one
just gives up trying to clean. I clean the apartment because I
have to keep it up, but really. Fortunately, we don't have a /98
balcony, if we had a balcony on this side, it would be even worse".
These annoyances associated with the road, deprives the mother
of satisfactions she has the rJght to expect in her role, a role
she sticks to adamently.
5 - ActiVities Affected
As we have seen, there are few activities which are not affected
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by the highway noise. Let us mention:
-_ -communication within the family (speaking),
-household chores - kitchen,
-TV, radio, record listening,
-reading, school homework,
-receiving friends (the door bell can't be heard when one is near
the windows over the highwayS,
-sleep, especially that of the eldest daughter.
Above all, noise affects these various activities in a cumul-
ative manner. It is harder to speak when working in _thekitchen
with the windows open and with the husband finding refuge in thebedroom.
It is more difficult to do English homework when the parents
are watching the news and have the volume on high to block out
the highway noise.
6 - Induced Activities
We have seen that the highway noise forced the family to use
the space of the apartment in a manner it normally would not, in
a manner which does not satisfy and which it is resistinq.
The limited space of the rooms also limits their use as a quiet
area: "there are six of us- we can't all seek refuge in the backbedrooms".
- Economic, professional and health constraints limit the pos-
sibilities of escaping the site: "if we could get away every 8
days, we would ask for only that, but we can't. Peple who can
get away every 8 days, they are doing the right thing. I tell the
young people, take advantage, you have a car, go, take off any-
where. For us, we can't, we have a limited budget. I have to /99
watch my pennies." The father's vacations and long week-ends
are spent in Haute-Savoie where he was born. The sleep one gets
there is a cure. The family avoids taking the highway, and takes
it only to return home on Sunday night when they are in a hurry.
7 - The furniture and equipment in the home were bought a long
time ago. The father does the emergency repairs or those which
seem urgent. He recently redid the bathroom ceiling, but hesi-
tates getting into more extensive work. The mother would like
to redo the apartment, but she can't convince her husband. As
we have seen, the eldest daughter wants to have her nook insulated,
but that seems to be too mu_h work. The installation of double
curtans is being considered, but is also considered to be too
expensive (estimated to cost about 1,800 French francs).
Several factors play a role in this refusal to engage in im_
provements which seem too extensive _or the family, both in terms
of cost and the amount of work to be done:
r -the feeling that the essential constraint comes from the high-
way and that it is therefore incumbant upon Equipement or H.L.M.
(low-cost housing administrationl to provide soundproofing;
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-soundproofing would make the heaviestexpenses impractical
_ (double curtains, partitionS;
-generally speaking, it is not fair to do work oneself which
Equipment is responsible for and individual insulations weaken
the collective action deemed necessary;
-the parents were hoping the boys would get married and settle
down and free their room for the girls, but they don't go out;
-with these facts in mind, the present situation is likely
to last a long time and the only rational solution would be to
take an F5 apartment.
All of these facts made the family adopt a "low profile" in
maintaining and improving the apartment, with the very strong
feeling that without this highway noise, it would be pleasant:
"You see, my husband redid the bathroom ceiling, but that (the
noise) does not encourage us to put money into the apartment,
because if our children were married... The two older sons_don't
date, but who knows (if we went away[. We wouldn't be staying
there just because of the highway, because I like the apartment,
it's not un unpleasant apartment, it's in one of these old court- /i00
yards, but you know, my husband said the other day, well if they
make a wall for insulation, at least we would see the wall, but
we wouldn't hear the noise. I, (I saidl would put in double
curtains, we have the money to fix our apartment, to carpet it
_ and everything, I'm fed up. We always say, are we going to stay,
are they going to soundproof us? If they soundproofed us...
its mainly in the s_mmer when the window is open...".
The mother's dream is to have a home she likes. This is an
apartment in which she can carry out her roles as housewife. Here,
the highway noise nrevents this from happening. The couple took
ai_tion_toadapt other constraints: furniture were fitted with felt
pads to avoid aggravating the noise. Neighbors took similar pre-
cautions, and this made noise from neighbors tolerable. The youth
have their activities, even if their socialization has been limited
over the past two years. Inside activities, Wh!ichcould lead to
conflicts, or those which could invade the privacy of the two girls,
were limited. However, the highway noise made all of these com-
promises, ,and all of these tactics which could be considered nor-
mal restrictions in a large family, were useless. This is a good
indicator to show the radical dilferentiation at this site between
noise within dwellings and 9ithin the apartment complex which is
accepted or not accepted, depending on one's social _ife and the
"technical" noise of the highway. The latter is a massive con-
straint aggravating the other constraints and cancelling out any
of the conventional steps taken to adapt to noise within the com-
plex. Low income families exposed to high h_ghway noise levels
do not hesitate to restructure their lifestyle around this element,
but they are the ones that have the least social, cultural and
.... economic means.
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8 - The family life is highly centered around the home. The
mother defines herself as a housewife. The family has no plans
/_. to socialize as a means of acculturation. Emphasis is never placed
on encounters as such. On the contrary: "We never go downstairs,
I never let my children get used to going downstairs:_ they both-
ered us, but not our neighbors and you see, when they grew up, they
were used to this" At the same time, there is a feeling of social
homogeneity among the families living on the street (same lifestyle,
same aspirations). The children on the street generally don't go
downstairs either and each family accepts a certain self-discipline
to avoid bothering others: "Sure, because when a kid comes down-
stairs, he comes with his shoes, takes them off, then one hears
them drop "plop" ", "plop They aren't unpleasant, you see, some
people complain about this to their neighbors, but for us it is a
noise we can all stand"
"We put felt under all furniture, when we move one, we are /101
careful. We respect our neighbors. We never make noise. Never."
This reference to a homogenous group applies even to how
much one hears the noise. If the family strongly complains about
traffic noise at the beginning and end of week-ends, it is usually
because the family is well off and goes skiing.
Th_s behavior seems opposite to that of the family: people in
these families think nothing of sounding their horns, roaring up
their motors, trying to pass each other to leave or come back fast-
er than their neighbors. It's not that the family doesn't want to
_-- go skiing too, it is that most skiers have a different behavioral
pattern in automobiles than that of the reference group. In con-
trast, noise early in the morning is annoying also, but is noticed
less, whether it be workers going to work or truck drivers "What
do you want, the workers have plenty of time to make their trips".
To be subjected to the noise of a highway one cannot or avoids
using, because it is too expensive and one doesn't "take-off" very
• often, to hesitate to move in order to take advantage of a low
rent, which makes it easier to cope with everyday expenses and
sending the children to school, reinforces the feeling of belong-
ing to a given social group. Within this homogeneous social
group, one has fewer, but less formal relationships. During the
interview much reference is made to the way one looks at other
people in the neighborhood. These relationships are considered
to be those of "good neighbors". The family has always had good
neighbors, i.e. casual relationships within a homogeneous group
which do not question the lifestyle of each family member.
An institutionalization or formalization of relationships would
on the contrary be lived as a debut into a world of ostentatious
socialibity affecting the family's status. "We don't see anyone,
everyone is fine, we never have bad experiences. Here, in the
home, we get along with everyone, everyone says hi, and nothing
more. In the home, we often ask for help, but nothing more, they
could be my children"
Next to relationships with neighbors, which are more appreciated
when they are less formal and have less pressures,_:_thistype of
sociability leaves more room for close family relationships.
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Noise is not an obstacle to people visiting each other, but
visitors often say: "oh no, for that family normally comes
to see us, they real£ze they have a noisy apartment".
Although the two older sons are still dependent on the family, /102
they have their own social life. Their problems are still as-
sociated with the constraints due to their exposure to noise and
with belonging to the social priviledges for the family.
For the household, the exposure to noise is a constraint
associated with its social condition (worker class). By what
it represents, it reinforces the type of household sociability
which corresponds to a conventional worker sociability: casual
relationships with neighbors and intense exchanges with the family -
absence of social relationships and conspicuous consumption.
',Noiseis there constantly, constantly. We talk, sometimes we
say, what use is it to talk, we are stuck there forever. If we
had money, things would be different".
9 - The family has no residential strategy. It lives in a
fixed situation. A higher rent:would force it to cut into the
daily budget: "We can't listen to TV because of the highway noise,
for the noise it makes on my daughter there. We need an F 5, but
I don't know if we can afford it. My husband has a normal salary,
he doesn't earn 3,000 French francs per month".
_ Yet, simply having a larger apartment would help the family's
situation. It would enable it to have a "normal" use (.according
to the family's value system) of its apartment.
On the other hand, the H.L.M. status, the constraint felt more
and more by the older daughter, the amount of money to be spent
(."sheis madder :thananyone. She's always asking when we're
leaving, when we are going to weather-strip, because she's had
enough". The possible departure of the older son makes it dif-
ficult for the parents to make definite plans: "I say, ever since
that highway's been there, it's not very pleasant here. One
invites friends, children can't go downstairs. It's impossible:
the highway on one side, a road on the other. You can't open
windows because its noisy. You know, basically it's not so much
an apartment that_ nice, its living in a quiet environment.
Ever since the hbghway came, the apaZtments have been cold, un-
pleasant. Perhaps we should change the inside, I'm not sure ..
my husband hasn't decided to repair, we should do it, but he
hasn't decided yet ... he is discouraged, because he says, if _
we don't stay..." _
Case No. 3: Co-Ownership - Daytime Leq = 73 dB(A) /103
.Household with 3 children
.Profession: worker 3 x 8
s- .Apartment F 5
1 - The family decided to buy the apartment in 1968. The
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was one of the first to move into the building. The father
has alternating working hours. What the family saw first was
F- the affordable price and the type of apartment it was. Other
aspects were accepted as drawbacks to having a valorized resi-
dental status.
2 - The Noise Experience
Although his working hours make it difficult for him to rest
with unsynchronized alternating schedules, the father complains
little about noise during the interview. He is more annoyed by
the noise peaks and the noise within the home than noise from
the highway. He is used to highway noise .and finds that the
elimination of stop lights and the conversion of the road into
a highway improved the sound situation by eliminating the sudden
braking sounds of trucks. The sound quality when one is _leeping
depends on the noise peaks and the sound events in the home (noise
of elevator doors, children, etc.).
His wife's opini0nis completely opposite and finds that if the
nQise peaks disappeared, the noise is still there: "the braking
sounds are attenuated, but not the noises".
Staying at home all day, the conversion of the boulevard into
a highway elminated the noises due to traffic lights.
The noise set in like a continuous roar whose only functions
_ seems to be to eliminate any possiblity of real rest, any psychic
and physical recovery. She herself complains little about the
noise, but dramatizes the effect of its annoyance to other women
living in the building: "We if look at Mrs. X, she's home all day
long, her husband must have said- "We can't drive her nuts...".
Its a lady whois home all day long and never goes out; her balcony
is closed, but I make friends"
She describes herself as a woman without a profession, but
trying to go out and always having something at home when she is
there. What is the hardest is the saturation obtained mainly
when fixing meals or doing housework, adding the highway noise /104
with that of household apparatuses (.vacuumcleaner, washing mach-
ine, etc.) .
3 - The noise has not caused "chanaes in the functions
assigned to the various rooms of the apartment. When noisy
household apparatuses are on in the kitchen, the mother avoids
staying there and closes the doors.
4 - In other households, the poor thermal insulation is given
as the reason for closing the balcony. These are recognized here,
but are secondary to noise.
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jP- For one of the families in the building the mask effect
associated with residential status plays the smallest role. In
many cases, admitting that one suffers from exposure to noise in
one's home is to admit that reaching a socially "valorized" re-
sidental status is a symbolic or ideologial, and partially mysti-
fied choice. "People who moved away from here, mainly left for
the noise; they realized they were ill-at-ease and they tried
to sell. This is normal and fair. It was a question of selling
and finding a buyer. This is hard because of the noise, but
especially because of the floor heating".
Even if the main annoyance for the family survey is noise,
the magnitude of this annoyance does not seem to be recognized
on the market and potential buyers are more sensitive to the dis-
advantages caused by heating modes than those associated with
noise. If noise shocked the buyer, he always thinks he'll get
used to it.
5 - 6 - Activities Affected
These are mainly household activities, mainly fixing meals
in a kitchen exposed to highway noise, which is aggravated by
noises from household appliances and heat problems, often making
it necessary to open windows.
The inability to get a good night's sleep for the father is
F ascribed to noise peaks (motor bikes, horns_ and noises in the
house. Children are the most sensitive and do not complain about
the effects of noise on their activities.
7 - Budget limits seemed to have delayed closing off the
balcony which will insulate the living room, but will not solve
problems in the kitchen. It is planned for this year.
Progressively, modifications improved the inside of the home:
floors were redone, new furniture was bought, mainly decorative
furniture for the living room which is used as a dining room
entertainment room. The economic investment in the home is high.
8 - Noise seems to have little effect on the family's social-
ization model. This seems to copy fairly strictly the limited
socialization model of average classes recently becoming co-owners,
essentially centered on the life in the home lived as a functional
space and a space representing their social Status. The functional
division of space and the equipment of specialized spaces are
status symbols.
• Home furnishings : the living room furniture, household appli-
ances, kitchen equipment and insulation of the front side of the
house often appear as compromise to the woman for her household
work.
The mother surveyed tries to dissociate from this model
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by making friends with other women living in the building, by
s_ participating in parent teacher associations, by following the
action of associations, and encouraging her children to become
more independent.
9 - The _eside_tial strategy Of the household is to limit
the noise effects little bylittle by insulating the home. This
is seen less as a luxury and more as a necessity. The family
does not plan to move out.
Case No. 4: Co-Ownership - Daytime Leq = 73 dB(A)
.Family with no children
.Profession: electrician - employee
.F3 apartment
1 - Before moving in 1968, the family lived in a small apart-
ment over a quiet yard _awakening to birds singing). During the
day, the only sounds heard were children playing in the yard.
To buy a new apartment seem_d_ social promotion. The choice /106
is made within financial limits and the apartment seemed to be
the best one available for their situation. In 1967, the market
was not as developed as it is now. On several points, the loca-
tion among others, the apartment was not exactly everything the
family wanted, but this was secondary to the fact of owning an
apartment. "Finally, if my finances enabled me to have much
._ more money, I wouldn't have settled here. But what we found was
a small promotion of going into an apartment as co-owner. It
simply lacked the best. We had a choice to make. It was not a
chDice of "I am going to choose the best building", but rather of
"What is within our range". We landedhere where there are quite
a few flaws.
Before moving in, we didn't notice the noise and what a shock
it was when we did, we felt like we moved into our own traD.
Rather than being in a place where we recoqnize each other, where we
have t_e _mpression of expressing ourse1_es and growing, the
apartment suddenly became something we had to get used to, and
kept us "hanging": "Every saturday we all went out ... Like
everbody, it's like a kid who just got his first toy, by George,
it was sort of our first toy. So, I saw everything except the
noise! When I was able to move into this apartment, I still
hadn't heard anything ... I looked "How pretty it is on this
side, that !s pretty, we can put that here, we can put that there"
"And the next day, when we moved, he was completely demoral-
ized, he wanted to move out again".
"It was something, we took suitcases, moved out. What do you
expect, we had to do something° You know, we are all trapped.
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Owner? We are too small to pay for it, that's what we are.
So, we had to make a decision. We had to get used to the
noise" .
This long quote is very strong, it shows how the drawbacks
were minimized and the joy of buying an apartment was magnified:
to live another wonderful childhood. The irruption of noise hits
hard on a_ real childhood and oh economic inferiority ("Owner?
We are too small to pay ") and creates a certain dispair:
"We are all trapped", "what we found was hell"
2-3 - Living With Noise - Occupying the Apartment /107
From the initial disappointment, there were two periods:
before and after the peripheral boulevard was converted into a
highway.
In the first phase, the couple tried to get used to the
noise while limiting it: he used boules to sleep with, _nsulated
the bedroom, closed up the balcony. The gain seemed small, but
the conversion into a highway and the disappearance of peak noises
make one think of an acquired habit: "I ne_er thought I would get
used to such no_sel It was necessary to get used to it, little
by little I did it, not very well, but I did it".
P_ The couple no longer used the boules: "At the beginning, it
was touqh, I tell you, we had to use boules and little by little
we removed them and were able to sleep just as well as before we
came here. I don't know, maybe yes, maybe no, I don't know, I
am able to sleep...".
Behind getting accustomed to highway noise, is the feel-
ing that the highway noise has an insidious impact and that it is
more difficult to get used _o it than to the boulevard noise"
"It's not like we were told, every morning at 6 am, garbage
trucks come. If it were a noise coming back every day, not, you
see, I don't know how to say this, but it is a continuous noise.
At night, th_ noise goes down, obviously, but not very noticeably.
I can't say there is an exact time when there is an abnormal
-noise, there always is noise if one wants to go over there".
Whereas now, we sleep, more or less, but we really don't
know if we really sleep. There are times when we wake up for
....0_ this, for that, maybe the noise woke us up without us knowing it".
4 - This insidious annoyance explains the feeling of fatigue
and weariness which sets in, the feeling that one will never re-
cover and on the long term, there is one solution: move out. The
other drawbacks of the apartment, mainly the heating system and
-- noises from neighbors, are accepted, because we knew about them
when we moved in and their effects are more limited.
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5 - Its the quality of sleep that seems to suffer the most
_ from noise: feeling of not sleeping normally, of not being rested
in the morning, and being awoken very eary - weariness for the
father to leave a noisy work site for an apartment which is also
noisy. Noise is heard in the evening and TV listening is disturb-
ed by it.
The apartment is improved progressively. At the beginning,
priority was given to insulation in order to "hold out", as no
other solution was conceivable for the couple. The results of
soundproofing the bedroom were considered disappointing. The
balcony was then closed up. The total soundproofing does not
seem to be a solution, because in the summer one cannot live
closed up and the need to open windows makes all soundproofing
expenditures impractical.
6 - A certain mutual aid and mutual information exchange were
created between co-owners to deal with common problems: knowledge
and know-how are shared for insulation work and inside improve-
ments (.tileor floor installations).
7 - Short term and medium term, the family is not planning to
move. Leaving the city to settle in the country attracts the
couple, but such an endeavor seems to involve moving and kigh
costs. For awhile the family thought it would have a house built
on a family plot in the Is_re region, but the construction of an
airport near there discouraged this idea. "So, we thought that
when we would have a little money, we could ha_e a small home
built there to get away from the noise here, but we would only
be moving to an air field!".
The couple continues to gather information about new construc-
tions. It has the feeling that there is more choice now and
that it might find an apartment similar to this one, but in a
less noisy area. But this would require a greater financial
investment which it doesn't have at present.
Several co-owners left the building because of the noise
and resold their apartment. The couple does not have the im-
pression of being pinned in by the need to re_ell. It would
still be possible to resell the apartment because there are
buyers who are not afraid of the noise problem, either because
they are unaware of its long-term effects, or because they live
in even noisier enbironments.
SYNTHESIS OF THE INTERVIEWS
We made the assumption that there are objective changes in
the behavioral patterns of people in homes exposed to road noise.
This assumption was extensively verified within the framework of
this preliminary study.
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_ In the H.L.M population studied, noise from the rapid
expressway is an _outside constraint on the inhabitants of the
apartment building and all discussions with the people interviewed
were focused on this point. The structure of this discussion is
easily identifiable in that the noise effects weigh on all of the
daily activities mentioned without being brought up by the inter-
viewer.
The discussio_ of noises in the home was mainly ind_eed by the /109
interviewer. It is also very different, because it is not based
on noise as an outside constraint, but upon the interviewee's value
system.
Within the context of the H.L.M. population studied, the exp-
sure to noise means:
-A constraint on all daily activities in the apartment:
.preparing meals,
.houshold activities,
.family exchanges,
.TV listening,
.Sleep and resting periods.
-An inhibition of social function in the apartment:
- .purchase of household appliances,
.purchase of furniture,
.repair and improvement work,
.reading, writing,
.listening to records,
.personal professional training.
-A restriction on sociability or making sociability more difficult
-A greater sensitivity to fatigue and sickness resulting in absence
from work or in an increase in medical consumption (detection,
analyses, medication[.
-Increased scholastic problems.
Exposure to noise has never been the only incidental cause,
it reinforces a cumulative process in which other factors play a
role.
The discussion on noise may in this case serve as a refuge or,
on the contrary, one may refuse any discussion of it.
Among co-owners, the exposure to noise resulted in an increase /ii0
in consump_iQns for the home, and in particular insulation expenses.
During the discussions, one notes a very strong mask effect: i.e.
an effort to minimize constraints caused by noise. The behavioral
r
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/patterns within the apartment are rigid and formal enough to
be reproduced, despite the considerable annoyance.
In contrast, in the two population groups, the residential
strategy is very rigid. Residential mobility does not seem to
be affected by one's exposure to noise. Families move in and
react to the noise (negation, getting used to it, insulation).
Generally speaking, the only families who move are those who
can afford to, and they would do so anyway even without the noise
problem.
However, there is a population group in H.L.M.s and among
co-owners exhibiting residential mobility and it would be inter-
esting to test the effects of noise on this mobility. This pop-
ulation group was not present at the sites we studied. However,
there was one at sites very close to them (Bron-Parilly for H.L.M.,
co-ownership of Estressins at Vienne where qualified workers of
the Lyon chemical industry and employees and middle-level execu-
tives beginning their residential career ).
The cultural models governing the use of outside spaces next
to the apartment also seem rigid, depending chiefly on the resi-
dential status and the exposure to noise causes only qualitative
differences and not all or nothing type discontinuities. Even
f when exposed to noise, a balcony from the living room in a co-
owned apartment has a more socially prominent nature than a gard-
en in front of a single-family home. Even in a quiet area, an
H.L.M. balcony can have various and socially undemonstrative func-
tions. Qualitative differences cannot be discerned by extensive
observation, but can be discerned by making comparisons between
homogeneous sites or by collecting information through interviews
with inhabitants about their aspirations.
II - ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEWS IN SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES
II-i - THE SAINT-LOUP COMPLEX OR VALORIZATION OF A CERTAIN TYPE
OF SOCIAL FUNCTIONING
This complex, built in 1927, is made up of 250 H.L.M. (low-
cost housing) single family homes of type F 1 to _ 4. The rent
is about 220 French francs for an F 4. The socio-economic level
of the population is homogeneous.
While all of these homes have two private areas, that on the /iii
street side may be simply a small terrace, but it ser_es as a
screen.1 The main entrance to the homes along the highway opens
directly to the street.
r-- Two typical cases are presented here, one tending to minimize
the impact of noise not only in terms of attitude, but also in
terms of behavior, the other tending to correlate all individual
problems to noise.
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r Case No. 1
Happy with his home and rent: "... I am comfortable here,
bohh money-wise and because of the garden". Mrs. S is also
happy about the surroundings and the location of her home in the
complex: "I have no complaints about the surroundings, I am very
satisfied".
She emphasizes and repeatedly says how qu£et the complex is,
the advantages of her home and vast garden: "Look, we eat there
at noon and in the evening; we planted flowersand lawn.., we have
a barbecue, we are in the country and even on the highway, itd0esn't bother us".
In regard to the highway, she will add: "it bothered us at
first, because we weren't used to it, but now I don't pay atten-
tion. On the contrary I like the distraction, we are well located,
because in front you don't see anyone go by..."
The highway noise doesn't seem to be a real annoyance here.
The advantages of this new home (.rent- single family home on
floor level overlooking a garden) tends to make the highway noise
tolerable.
The contrast (upper floor = neighhors)/single family = quiet)
reveals the tolerance to an annoyance which becomes very secondary.
.... Although the highway noise is heard, it does not "bother" people,
whereas noise from other people will. Other people means noise,
but also violation of the home, of the life at home.
Due to the advantages offered by the home, the positive status
of the district and the type of relationships Mr. and Mrs. S make,
the couple tends to play down the highway noise without denyingit exists.
"... it took us 6 to 8 months to adapt, we weren't used to it,
just think ... it makes a lot of noise, but you see, I didn't pay
much attention ... we spoke about it because I hear it, but even
at night ... I don't hear it and yet there is traffic at night..."
Their lifestyle is organized harmone0usly with their home /112
environment without behavioral adaptation to noise. They fully
utilize the outside space when the weather is nice, rest in the
garden, leave windows open on hot summer nights...
Although a little extreme in their manner of ignoring the
noise, the case of Mr. and Mrs. S is very typical of the Saint-
Loup complex:
-modest rent,
-nicer home (single family home in Marseille_ than they could
have elsewhere,
-good social integration,
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j_ -feelings about home are expressed in direct reference to
H.L.M. apartment complex.
These features lead to very positive feelings about the home
and the district. Perhaps the road noise is par with the price to Day?
The overall result is so satisfying that this noise is accepted.
Many discussions of this type show us in the case of Saint-
Loup, that the association of three essential factors: real single-
family home, modest rent, good social integration, tends to devel-
op a tacit acceptance of this noise from outside the complex.
Case No. 2
In the second case, we will elicit one of the two people who
complained of highway noise at Saint-Loup.
Mrs. P., 52 years of age, was born in the complex and always
lived in the same home, right from the beginning, in a T 2, now
a T 4. Her husband did all of the improvements during his vaca-
tions and free time (see sketch below].
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She is one of the rare people we interviewed at Saint-Loup
who spontaneously brought up the subject of noise and its draw-
_- backs and who recalls the opening of the highway.
"...the first day, I wondered where I was, this was impossible,
now I am more used to it, but it was hell at first... I didn't
realize it at first, but this noise wears down my nerves.., there
are times when I couldn't stand it...the kitchenwas always open,
I closed the veranda even when it was hot in the summer, I would
like to have more fresh air...".
To understand Mrs. P's attitude toward noise, her /114
intolerance and the changes in her home, one must consider the
family conditions in which she lives: she has been taking care of
her sick mother for 47 years - her older son left home.
The home seems to have no meaning; noise only reinforces her
"discomfort" when she is inside.
"...there are days when I tell myself, what do I have, I am
tired, I am not going to be able to work...I am getting ready, I
will go away and since I am leaving my house, everything's o.k....
There is noise in the city, but it's not the same (.....) you're
busy with other things.., in my house I live with the silence
of good and bad memories...but this noise which invades me is
there...it is very hard to detach myself...I am not able to, then
when I do, I am better".
F She wants to leave her dwelling.
"...for a place where I would be with people...where there
would be no noise, but where there would be a life...where it
would be alive, not alone (...._ a life where there would be no
noise which invades you, people are more relaxed and where you
don't hear: you saw that guy, he died of cancer or this poor
woman, her children put her into an "old people's house".
Without disregarding the importance of noise and the annoy-
ance for Mrs. P, it seems that her need to leave her home is more
associated with the death of her mother, the departure of her son.
The noise annoyance reinforces her "discomfort" in her home. Her
"insatisfaction" on the psychic and family plane is projected to
noise which she blames for her nerv0us•_disorder.
II-2 - BEAUSOLEIL RESIDENCE.OR THE REAL SINGLE FAMILY HOME
This residence is made up of 27 lots •400to 1,200 m2 which
were put up for sale in 1969.
The population is mostly lower executives, businessmen,
and craftsmen.
__ Except for a villa which is being rented, these are owners
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which occupy the homes.
The gardens along the highway, are simply maintained and
some have a vegetable garden. They become show pieces toward
the inside and at the back of the residence where the noise is
attenuated.
With the exception of one person (case no. 4), the highway /115
noise is minimized, and e%_n _one aswe can see in case no. 3.
Case No. 3
Mrs. W had a house built which represents the social status
she is looking for: owner _f a Spacious, single-family home.
"...I appreciate having a home, of being in my own home.
Obviously there is no comaprison with an apartment; one can enjoy
the pleasure of gardening.
Highly virulent in regard to l_ving in an_apartment with her
children where noise is synonymous with social conflict with her
neighbors, filth and damage to commmunity areas, she expresses
great tolerance to the highway and minimizes the drawbacks caused
by noise.
"...6f course if you want to watch a movie and there is a lot
_. of traffic in the summer, I close the door on the highway side
and I open the window on the other side ....one manages to get by".
Besides this behavior to limit a specific annoyance, one does
not see that she has any restriction in using her home because of
noise annoyance. She often risesher garden to rest in and spends
a lot of time gardening. In contrast, meals are for the ti_e
being eaten inside.
In fact, they are trying to enlarge thebalcony on the first
floor _nd to coverit and closeit on _4o sidesbecause it is too exposed
to the sun, wind, but especially facing neighbors.
"...in the evening when it is hot I like to go outside...
I can really relax and talk very late with my husband...".
Although we are discussing a population from another sot
_ial le_el and the notion of-social integration scarcely has any
meaning in this type of living situation, these reactions to
nolse remind us of those of Saint-Loup: as soon as the dwelling
becomes very valorized, one tries to reduceto a minimum an annoy-
ance which might devalorize it.
Case No. 4
_ Now, let us examine one of the two cases of people who don't
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_-- want to stay in Gavotte. Mrs. U is the only person who spontan- /116
eoulsy brought up the subject of the "enormous inconvenience of
noise" from the highway and protested against the lack of anti-
noise means.
The highway is an annoyance and discomfort on life in single
family homes: this comes from the noise and the inconveniences
associated with it both outside and inside thehomesand frompollu-
tions which destroy the nature it is very attached to.
Outside the home:
-its garden is maintained but very bushy and is not used for
relaxation or rest, even during hot summer nights,
-meals are not often taken outside (even though there a
table and chairs are there,
-noise annoys friends twice as much:
.it is fatiguing by its intensity and continuity,
.it forces one to speak loud to make oneself heard, "it bothers
consersations".
Within the home:
-the bedroom was equipped with double windows and reinforced
shutters. This was an improvement, but did not soundproof the
room. One's sleep is often disturbed,
-the living room windows were also modified to install thick
glass.
The windows of these two rooms are not open when the family
is home or when it is gone.
For this person, the single-family home is a matter of course
and is not perfect, it was never heavily invested in an cannot be
considered an ultimate goal. Nevertheless, noise is one of the
main reasons for moving in the future (and this is the only case
of this type that we encountered_.
In most cases, the people interviewed valorized the single
family home so much (in contrast to noisy apartment complexes)
that this noise outside the home and the social life of the dis-
trict is veiled to not blemish, in the eyes of others, the image
of their "good choice".
In the case we have just seen, we may consider that noise
existed before the home was bought (in Saint-Loup, this was not
always the case, but in any case noise had been there a long time).
One wonders if this is not the price to pay for a much nicer and
_ less expensive single family home of equal quality than one could
find in a quieter area. Noise makes it possible to live in a type
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f-- of home one could not afford otherwise.
II-3 - NOISE INTRUSION IN A RESIDENTIAL DISCTRICT
These are villas with a living space of 100 to 150 m2 located
on Avenue G_n_ral de Gaulle in Caluire. They were built in
1956-1957 for the first batch and in 1970-1972 for the others.
Since 1973, traffic on this avenue considerably increased:
numerous heavy-weight trucks and week-end traffic.
Traffic noise appeared after the people moved into their
homes.
Case No. 5
Mrs. Y lives in a home with 150 m2 living space on i00 m2 of
landscaped land: lawn, shrubs, tilework, etc.
When she bought the home, it had a higher social standing than
her previous one: garden area, more spacious home, residential
district.., but the progressive increase in noise tends to devalor-
ize the social image she sought to obtain by buying the home which
no longer is exactly what she was looking for.
"The house is better, it/is larger, but I'm a little disappointed
_ (...._. I find that trucks should not be allowed to pass in a resi-
dential area".
Noise is associated with the functional annoyance in the life--
style implied by this type of home and especially within the home.
"...in my bedroom, if I want to listen to the transistor, I
close (....) in the living room if one wants to watch TV with wind-
ows open, I think one would be bothered...".
What is interesting is the contrast and d£fference between
noise alone and in the presence of others.
"...we are bothered when there are two of us, it is annoying
to speak...when I am alone, I am not bothered.., with friends,
we go to the back of the house, it's o.k. there, but it's small"
It seems that she fears the negative judgment of her friends /118
to which she was to display a certain social image. Noise is
lived as a disturbing element in the standard she wants. It
prevents her from using the noble part of the gardenand limits
the use of outside space to the back of the house. This area is
small and close to neighbors - a situation which caused the people
is the preceding case to leave thehome (see location of eating
P_ nook on graph below).
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This case is fairly typical of the situations found in Caluire: /119
-buvinq a peaceful home - one can even say "home" in the sense
it was not a temporary home, but a permanent home for life in the
residential sector;
-this purchase is devalorized at all levels ifinancial, usage
and social image) by the increasing traffic noise.
If the annoyance caused by noise was expressed in the preced-
ing cases, in Caluire it was expressed twice as much. This was
both in terms of opinions (.noiseis identified as an annoyance)
and in terms of behavioral-patterns (the noise intrusion modified
certain habits_.
Case No. 6
Now we will describe another case of Caluire where people
are annoyed by the noise problem, but rationalize it.
In contrast to the previous case, Mrs_ J is not disappointed,
on the contrary she insists she has advantages in her home, while
recognizing its drawbacks, essentially of an economic nature.
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In this case, financial investments are still agreed to both
_ in terms of buying the home and in improving it.
Noise is not described as an element which devalorizes or
disrupts a project. It is at the most a source of discomfort
in daily life, but this discomfort is quickly rationalized. When
the family first moved in, it ate on the balcony over the street.
For the past 10 years, this has no longer been possible. N6w, it
sometimes eat on the back balcony which is narrow and faces the
kitchen. Family members don't eat on this balcony very often
because of the weather and the noise annoyance.
Similarly, the traffic noise makes it necessary to take
sleeping pills to sleep, but this is more associated with an in-
tolerance to noise because of age than to the annoyance itself.
In this case, the noise problem is identified as an inconven-
ience, but one tends to "rationalize it to "protect" the financial
and affective investment made to be able to buy this home.
II-4 - NOISE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO HAVE SPACE /120
This case is comparable to the case of Beausoleil Residence
in Marseille in that the homes built along the highway are highly
valorized. The similarity stops there, however: actually, in the
two cases below, people's reactions to noise are quite different
because the owners want to adapt to the noise.
p_
Case 7
Mrs. R lives in a 210 m2 home on 9,000 m2 of land along
highway A 6.
She explains how she minimized the noise effects when she
visited this home. The annoyance it causes is very secondary to
the space it offers and played no role in her decision.
"...yes, . I heard the_noise, but it didn't deafen me...and
maybe it was subjective because I really wanted to have space...
I said right away...it's that one and no other...".
In contrast, Mr. R had different motives. He heard the noise,
when he looked at the house and established a situation of cause
and effect between the price of the home and the annoyance:
"...my husband told me, this price is not surprising...listen
to the noise...".
However for Mr. R two elements - in addition to his wife's
pressure - made him decide to bu_this house:
-the price: 240,000 French francs, down from the initial price off
350,000 French francs,
-the noise measurements he carried out.
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...I measured outside, inside, on the balcony and inside
the Duch_re apartment, at a friend's housenat Ecully near the
intersection, at a teacher's home above the highway...obviously,
the noise was the loudest in the garden here (...), inside the
Duch_re living room it was the same as here (...I and then the
house was a good buy: 240,000 French francs. "
Mr. R. established criteria we may qualify as objective and
rational before making his decision, but they did not substan-
tiate his tolerance for noise.
H: "I hard a hard time getting used to the noise, because /121
our bedroom was downstairs in the front of the house...but as
soon as we moved our bedroom upstairs and to the other side of
the house, the noise didn't bother me anymore..."
F: "it never bothered me.._it never caused me discomfort".
We realize how much the investment in the home, the importance
of owning space were such important factors for Mrs. R that they
cancelled out the inconveniences due to noise, whereas for Mr. R,
despite the financial benefits he was able to gain because of the
presence of noise, this was not enough to cancel out the incon-
veniences caused in his home life.
"...on the ground floor, the noise is not a nuisance for
F normal circumstances ....for discussion...conversation noise is_
louder. The only time I hear it is when I am listening to music...
truck noise blocks out the music, even when the windows are closed...".
Mrs. R rationalizes the noise effects.
"...what _he children lose with the noise, they gain back in
other areas because they have room to play...".
This case is interesting on several points: Mr and Mrs. R
have established a rationalization mechanism toward no_se. He
used financial and objective arguments, she the "better lifestyle"
But their reactions to noise are different. For her, one can hear
people talk clearly without annoyance, for him, despite the rela-
tive inconveniences associated with noise and the advantages they
draw from this situation, he continues to fee_ annoyed.
"...there are many things we don't do, or that we don't do in
the nices areas because of their exposure to the highway noise,
that's a fact.. "
He is referring to the eating area in the garden. For Mr. R,
the nicest spot is in front of the house facing the highway. Be-
cause of the noise, they eat behind the house where they have no
.... view. Yet, this adaptation in using the space of their property
is not lived like a restriction, in that the front garden is still
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used for other activities which noise bothers less. The space
_f they gain makes the family tolerant toward what would theoretic-
ally be _onsidered inconveniences.
What is interesting in this case is the attitude toward adap-
ting to the noise, It is considered an element _enablingthem to
buy a house in a park for the price of an apartment. In such a
case, the expression of a direct annoyance has no meaning.
The real problem (especially for Mr. R) is to weigh the bene- /122
fits against the shortcoming: noise. If this assessment is pos-
itive, noise is "accepted". This does not mean it is not identi-
fied as an annoyance...Mrs, and Mrs. R know that without the noise,
they would never have been able to buv this home...".
Case No. 8
Mr. and Mrs. P moved ineo their home after inheriting it.
They did a number of improvements with help from an architect:
the inside space was remodeled and sound insulation work was car-
ried out.
Mr. and Mrs. P considered the following factors in their de-
cision to live in this family home:
"...the nice element about this home made us overlook the un-
_ pleasant nQise element...but the noise element is still a basic
problem "
Noise - the annoyance element - is the negative aspect of a
system which is affectively and socially valorized. Without ne-
gating the disturbance caused by noise, Mr. P tolerates it be-
cause of the advantages the home offers:
-family home on a large piece of land,
-spacious dwelling in which their daughter can practice her
violin (she is studying music_ and where each member of the family
is independent and has "his own room".
Despite the sound insulation work the trucks passing by on
National Highway 6 are still an annoyance due to the vibrations
they make.
It is obvious that the advantages and drawbacks of this home
don't have the same weight. Noise is certainly an annoyance,
but one can provide against this in the home and this type of
home could not have been found elsewhere.
Financiall_: coming into ownership via inheritance.
Affective!y: attachment to a home which was always used:
r childhoom home, but also week-end and vacation home.
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Socially: the improvements show a desire to live in a home
which is like the one the family dreams of, while preserving the
f past.
In fact, noise is mainly an annoyance in the use of outside /123
space.
In these two cases, noise is a major drawback to what was
on the whole a good opportunity. Noise was recognized as an an-
noyance, but the family provided against it (insulation, chang-
ing rooms around) to minimize its "annoyance".
i
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APPENDIX 2
PREPARATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
/124
f
i
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Based on the results obtained in the preliminary study
conducted through interviews, it was possible to formulate a /125
z certain number of assumptions concerning people's reactions to
noise and to define, for the activities studied, the information
that will have to be gathered through questionnaires.
I - ASSUMPTIONS RETAINED
Only the general behavioral assumptions are retained here
without going into detail about their concrete application to
activities or special situations.
They may be summarized as follows:
ASSUMPTION A: Escaping from a noisy home
A-I - Escaping in terms of time (spending as much time as possible
outside).
A-2 - Escaping in terms of activities
A-2-1 - Certain activities are preferably carried out outside the
home.
A-2-2 - "New" activities are created ohtside--thehome. ,
A-2-3 - Certain activities normally carried out in the home are
eliminated.
ASSUMPITON B: Organizing the home to minimize the annoyance
B-I - Organization in time (changing the duration of certain
activite is,changing the time they are carried out).
B-2 - Organization in space.
B-2-1 - Changing rooms around.
B-2-2 - Carrying out certain activities in rooms "away from the
noise".
B-3 - Changing the type of activities carried out
B_3-1 - Abandoning certain activities highly affected by noise.
B-3-2 - Appearance of new activities "more appropriate for a
noisy environment".
ASSUMPTION C: Exposure to traffic noise may be one cause of /126
general fatigue
ASSUMPTION D: Existence of a correlation between lack of social-
F ization and exposure to traffic no_se.
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ASSUMPTION E: Exposure to traffic noise leads to overconsumptions
- For each activity to be studied in this survey, the following
information may be asked: whether or not this activity exists, its
frequency, its duration, the area where it was carried out (inside
or outside the home, if in the home: in what room), the time it
was carried out.
Each of these data is not useful for each activity (see table
o . pages 115 and 116). Conversely, each data item provides informa-
tion only for one or two of the assumptions described.
More specifically:
-The existence of the activity essentially concerns assump-
tions A2 and B3.
-The frequency and duration of the activity essentially con-
cern assumptions A1 and BI.
"Its location "in or outside" the home mainly concerns assump-
tion A2 (scape:_fromthe home in terms of activities)... It may
possibly concern assumption B2 in that the Organization of the
dwelling's space leads to (or is made possible by) certain activi-
ties outside...similarly it may concern assumption AI.
-Its location in the home concerns assumption B2 only.
.... -The time the activity is carried out concerns assumption B1
II - ACTIVITI_ESRETAINED /127
The may be classed into 5 main groups:
1 - The first group concerns activities which are mandatory.
Factors such as family size, type of professional activity,
cultural level, income level.., may influence the total time
spen_ on these activities, as well as how this total time is distri-
buted among them.
Noise may influence the duration of some of these activities,
their quality, possibly their location.
We are assuming that the impact of noise on activities such
as sleep and intellectual work (children and parents) may be
considerable, and is one of the important aspects of the survey.
Conversely, the impact oZ noise on professional activities,
household work and child care is probably much smaller; it is
still important to know the t£me spent on these activities, be-
cause this total time conditions the time "available" for the
°_ other activities we want to study.
2 - The second group consists of only two activities:
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The use of TV receivers and radio stations. We created a
specific group because it is for true institutionalized pastimes,
which will be found in virtually all households surveyed, but
which have an ambiguous status in regard to noise:
.these activities may be disturbed by noise outside the home,
.these devices may be used to "mask" the outside noise,
.these devices are noise generators themselves.
3 - In the third group, we find activities corresponding to
all excursions away from the home, and which do not allow some-
thing else to be done at the same time. These activities can
be practiced during the week, or during week-ends, individually
or as a family.
The activities retained in this group are the following:
"going into town" going "window shop-taking children for walks,
ping", going for a ride outside the city, going away for the week--
end, practicing a sport, going to the movies.
4 - The fourth group concerns activities involving relation- /128
ships with people outside the family; they are therefore directly
related to the social engagement (or disengagement) of the people
concerned. They are activities which may be practiced inside or
outside. Living in a noisy home can cause conflicts in existing
relationships.
r_ We have retained four activities: seeing parents, seeing
friends, relationships with neighbors, group life.
5- Other activities retained
In the fifth group we have "leisure" activities which are
primarily practiced in the home: reading, listening to music,
building models, colections, group games, odds-and-ends.
Some of these activities require a quiet environment_ Others
create noise themselves. The information to be obtained on these
activities must aim to see whether the exposure to noise in the
home limits the range of leisure activities (or rest) in the
home or changes their nature...
III- PERTINENT INFORMATION_OREACH ACTIVITY
The following table specified for each activity retained
the pertinent information and the assumptiosn concerned in each
case, as well as a few observations on additional information to
be obtained for each activity.
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Key to page 98:
1-Activities; 2-Existence; 3-Frequency; 4-Duration;
5-Inside or outside of home; 6-Or inside home; 7-Moment.
a-House Cleaning, child care; q-Filter;
b-Professional activities; r-Time schedule;
c-Sleep; s-Nap;
d-School work;
e-Intellectual work by parents at home;
f-Television;
g-Radio;
h-Taking children f_r walks;
i-"Going into town"
"window shopping".
j-Evaluation of time spent on something else;
k-Commucting time. A1 link with assumption C;
1-Distinction between main sleeping period and extra sleep (nap);
m-Links with C. and E;
n-Links with C (school level) and with E (pmivate lessions);
(_) - Length of time station J.son_
- Actual listening time;
- Listening during meals;
(II) - Length of time station is on'
- Simultaneous activilies.
6- Distinction between week days and week-end;
,-- p-Distinction between week days and week-end;
Distinction between displacements for buying, for walks, window
shopping.
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Key to page 99
.... 1-Activities; 2-Existence; 3-Frequency; 4-Duration; 5-Inside or
outside of home; 6-or inside home; 7-Moment; 8-Observations;
a-Going for a drive outside the city;
b-Going away for the week-end;
c-Practicing a sport;
d-Going to the movies;
e-Visiting parents;
f-Visiting friends ;
g-Relations with neighbors;
h-Group life;
i-Reading;
j-Listening to music;
k-Model building, collections...
l-Board games
m-Odds and ends;
o-Filter
p-Distinction between week days and week-ends
.What member of family is involved_
.Does family join in?
q-Week-end visits
Does on stay all night?
s-Specify what type of relationship.
%II How long away from home.
I01
IV - THE QUESTIONNARIE /131
Th_s questionnaire is the final version.
In the first phase, a pilot survey was conducted on a sub-
sample (330 people) to test not only the understanding of the
questionsthemsel%_s,but also the pertinence of the basic assump-
tions formulated.
The execution of this pilot survey made it possible to:
-modify the questionnaire by purely and simply eli_minating
questions, or by modifying them,
-extract a certain number of results allowing us to discard
or modify certain assumptions retained.
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-1- QUESTIONNAIRE Reprocol. I _ ii
BRUITURBAIN -3- _ A.3
_-_ Nom de l'enqu_tenr : -4- ment _ A.4
-5- ., A.5
-2- -6- _ _ 6.7 8 - II F--
A - Quelle est votre profession ? 0bligatoirement en clair I _12__
Rel ___ A.I
-7-en code _ a ) 7b
Salari_ _ A son compte_ -8-: commer_ant, artisan ..... Y A.14 Y A.I
20 alarielW" 21 son compte_" --9--_ssion lib., cadre sup .... X X
_Public[-]23 de _ --10--_triel,gros commer_an=... O 0
22 eUr_Priv_ _] °ri_s _ -ii-_moyen ................... I I
B - Quelleest celle du chef de _12._yE ....................... 2 2
,_ famille ? --13--remaltre,ouvrierqual.... 3 3
- 14 -_uvre' 0.S., service ...... 4 4
_15_rs........................5 5
_ - 16-iant,Ecolier.............6 6
SalariE _ A son compte [_ ..17_ait_ ...................... 7 7
:_ 20 alarieIW 21 son compte .18_cur .......................8 8
_Public[_ de .19-e inactif ................. 9 9
22 eur_Priva[13 23 ..rles
._ C- Quel _ge avez-vous ? _ ans A.16-17 H - A l'aide de cette liste rEponse, indi-
_ -- Sexe de l'interview_ - Homme .. Y A.18 quez-moi la lettre qui correspond au
- Femme .. X --]--- niveau de revenus de votre foyer en
=:_" / ¢omptant routes les rentr_es d'arge_t
;_ E- Quelle est Mari_ ou vivant telles que salaires, allocations fa-
¢_ votre situa- maritalement ...... I miliales, pensions, etc...
tion de C_libataire ....... 2 PrEsenter liste lettre _-_ A.21£amille ? Autre (veuf, divor-
_ ¢_ sEpar_) ........ 3 I - Parmi ces revenus, quelle est la lettre
' qui correspond au salaire du chef de
_ _-- Quel est votre Lui-m_me ... I A.19 famille ? _ h--.!_ _ "" lettre A.22llen avec le Conjoint ..... 2
li chef de famille ? J - Quel est le montant de votre loyer men-
suel, charges comprises ?
ii :=-- Quels sont les appareils possEdEs
(ouremboursement)
dens votre foyer m les ui-
_ vents ? _num_rer [ [ francs L.__ L.__ai,_ R_frlgErate r ou congElateur .... I A.20 24
_ Machine _ laver .................. 2
' ' Voiture........................" 3 K - (si disposede tElEphone)
Baignoire .................... . 4 Quel est le montant moyen de votre fac-
T_l_phone ....................... 5 ture de t_l_phone ?
Machine_ _crire ................6 I I francsu---a''
Lave-vaisselle .................. 7 l _ 26
_ Aucun de ces appareils .......... 8
_ -
i_ _onstances Date : Jour : D L M M J V S 25 ante Tr_s bonne ... I A.27
ii .'inter- 'in- Normale ...... 2
.... [ Z : Lieu : Heure : iew ? M_diocre . . 3
>el nom du menage :
26iment : N° tel. : Entree : Etage :
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Key to page i01
i
i- QUESTIONNAIRE: URBAN NOISE; 3-Site;
2- Name of interviewer: 4-Building;
5-Entrance;
6-Floor;
7-in code; 7a-Interviewee; 7b-Head of family;
8-Small businessman, craftsman;
9-Liberal profession, higher executive;
10-Industrial producer, big businessman;
ll-Middle executive;
12-Employee;
13-Contractor, qual. worker; *Wage-earner; **Self-employed
14-Operator; 20-If wage-earner
15-Miscellaneous; 22-Public
16-Pupil; Private sector
17-Retired; 21-If self-employed
18-Unemployed; 23-Number of wage-earners.
19-Other (inactive_
A - What is your profession? State in clear terms
B - What is the profession of the head of family?
C - What is your age? I I I years;
D - Sex of interviewee - Man .oY
-Woman..X
E - What is your marital status? Married or living together ...I
Single ......................2
Other _widow, diverced,
separated) ............3
F - What is your relationship with I am head of family ...... 1
head of family? Spouse ................... 2
G - What appliances do you have in your home. How many?
Refrigerator or freezer ....... 1
Washing machine ............... 2
Bathtub ........................ 4
Telephone ..................... 5
Typewriters 6• oooeeooe•o• • •
Washer-drier ..... 7
None of the above ...... 8
H - Using this answer list, tell me what letter corresponds to the
income Ivel of your home, include all revenue, such as salaries,
family allowances (from government), pensions, etc...
Give list letter __I
I - Among these revenues, what letter corresponds to the salary
of the head of family? letter J__
J - How much do you pay for your monthly rent, including expenses?
(or reimbursements) I I French francs;
K - (if you have a telephone) What is your average telephone bill?
I_ I French francs
"24 - Interview Date: Day: M T W TH F SAT SUN
Place: Time:
25 - Interview atmosphere: Very good ... i; Normal ... 2; Mediocre ..3;
26- Name of family: Building: Tel. No.: Entrance: Floor:
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We are studying the living conditions in this housing complex.
A.I - How long have you been living in this dwelling?
- at least one year ....... 1 A.28
- from 0 to 3 years ...... 2
- from 3 to 6 years . . . 3
- 6 years or more .... 4
Q.2 - How many people live in this dwelling? l__I individuals I ] A.29
A.3 - Before living in this dwelling, were you already living in
this housing complex?
YES...Y A.30
NO... X_-
{Q.4 - were you living in another city, -another large city .. 1
in a small city or in the country? -small city ...... 2
-country ........ 3
Q.5 - How is your dwelling organized? Show your dwelling'
on a map of the residence and draw a quick outline to see
how the various rooms are arranged.
INTERVIEWER: -Show Where your dwelling is on the layout plan
sketched on page 4 of the folder.
-Sketch a plan of the dwelling on the pages inside
- the folder specifying which sides of yQur dwelling
face the streets.
-On this plan, write down on each room its main function
(kitchen, bedroom, living room, dining room) and
number the rooms (in any rd r) beginn ng with i.
Q.6 - We are going to discuss the rooms of your dwelling in a little /13_
more detail. Let us begin with ... give room numbered 1 and
ask Q.9 to A.12 for this room. Then study room no. 2, etc.
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Room Number 1 2 3 4 5 I 6 7 8
. /134
- Q. 7-Main function-kitchen... I 31 1 36 1 41 1 46 1 51 1 56 1 61 1 66
dini ........... _ ....of room (sever-- ng
al poss. an- room ...... 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
sers) -living rm. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
-bedroom.. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Q.8-Is this room -sunnv ..... •
- y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
-not very
sunny..... x x x x x x x x
A.9-Is it -very noisy
.......... 1 32 1 1 37 1 42 1 47 1 52 1 57 1 62 1 67
-fairly noisy 2--2-_ 2-- 2-- 2-- 2-" 2-- 2--
-not very noisy• 3 I 3 3 3 "3 3 3 3 i
-not noisy at al 4 i 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 !
Q.10-Do outside vibratlons
ever come into I
this room? YES Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
NO x x x x x x x x
Q.ll-When the window is
closed is this room r IYES II33 1 38 1 43 I 48 1 53 1 58 I 63 1 68
insulated enough .... , 7- -- T .......
from street noise? NO 2 2 2 | 2 2 1 2 2 2Q.12-Has this room been
repainted or re- YES Y Y ¥ Y Y Y ¥ Y L
carpeted in the
past 5 years? NO x x x x x I x x x
(reserved for codif: noise
level) _ . .. _ _ _ _ _
35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
Q.13-,What rooms have: -a rug? ......... i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A.71
(several -a thick curtain? ..... I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
r possible -special joints on windows?,l 2 3 4 5 6 718 A--_
anwers) -double windows? .... - -I_i2 4 5 6 7 A--_-very thick windows? " 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 X?._• -TT-
Q.14-Did you or your spouse decide to install YES... &.76
this special insulating window? NO .... --
Go on to Q.17
Q.15-In what year was it installed? 1979.....................1 & 77
1978 .... 2• .e.•.•••oo,•.•e •
1977 ................... . 3
1976...................4
I ,_ 1975 ..................... .5
Earlier(specify).......6 ]
Q.16.-How much did it cost in all? [ ]Francs • ' 79'{!
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Interviewer: if there is no loggia, veranda or baleony, go Repro.col.l /135
on to Q.21, if there is one, go on to Q.17 to to ii B
.... Q.20 for each of them
Q.17-You told me you had a balcony from room
number(s)..............................
1234 1234 123413 19 25(See plan and note room number or 5 6 7 8 _ 5 6 7 8 -- 5 6 7 8
rooms with access to balcony) L
Q.18-Is this area:
-completely open ...................... y B.14 Y B.20 Y B.26
-partially closed..................... x --- x --- x
-or totally closed by an added window. 0 0 0
Q.19-Do you usually use it for:
-planting flowers..................... 1 1 1
_ _-raising small animals ................. 2 2 2
.__-putting out your l_undry....... 3 3 3 I
_ _-a trash area .............. [[ [.... 4 4 4
_-for_ odds-and-ends .......... _ [. " 5 5 5
Q.20-When the weather is nice, how many
times a week do you go out there to:
-have a drink or eat your meals ........ [] B.15 I _ B.21 _ B.27
-take a nap, rest, sunbathe, ....,...... _
E3 E3 E3 8
-read, sew ................. ... o........ B.16 B.22 2ED E3  .23 [] B.29
-_hat with friends ..................... EZ3 B.18. E3 _ E_ _TS_.
, , |
f-
Q.2Z-In the daytime, do you consider the
traffic noise to be: -very annoying....1 1 B:.3
-fairly annoying..2 2 "
-not very annoying3 3
-not annoying at all 4
Q.22-In your home do you notice YES NO
vibrations : -on windows ......... 1 X B.3
-on floor or walls.. 2 X --_-
-on furniture ....... 3 X !
Q.23-(If no._vibrationsare
noticed, go on to Q.24) -very annoying ....... 1 B.33
-fairly annoying ..... 2Do you consider these
vibrations : -not very annoying... 3
-not annoying at all.. 4
Q.24 - Do you want to change your dwelling: YES.....i B.34
NO..... 2
Q.25-Why?
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Q.26-In how long did you think -in less than one year..l B.36
you will leave your dwelling: -in 1 or 2 years ........2
_-- -longer.................3
-NSP....................4
Q.27-Are you a tenant, coming into -tenant ..................1 B.37
ownership, or do you own -coming into ownership..2
your dwelling? -owner ..................3
-other..................4
Q.28-I am going to show you two opposite attitudes you can choose
from. If you agree with the attitude on the right, your rating
will be a number to the right. If you agree with the attitude
on the left, your rating will be a number to the left. If your
attitude is somewhere between, you may choose numbers somewhere
between the left and right to express how strong your attitude is.
Show questionnaire.
Dwelling well designed 1 2 3 4 5 dwelling poorly designed B.38
Dwelling is quiet | I I I I dwelling is noisy B.39
1 2 3 4 5
My relations with [ _ i I I my relations with
neighbors are good 1 2 3 4 5 neighbors are poor; B.40
Shopping is close } J J t J shopping is far away B.41
I 2 3 4 5
_ The district is nice | I I ( I the district is bad B._2
1 2 3 4 5
(if tenant) [ I I I J
my rent is cheap my rent is expensive B.43
1 -2 3 4 5
I am happy with this [ I _ t t I an unhappy with this
dwelling on the whole dwelling on the whole B.44
Q.29-When you are in your dwelling, do you
hear your neighbors: -a lot..........1 B.45
-sort of........2 I
-no_ veryimuch..3 I
Q.30-When the weather is nice, do you often practice
the following activities with the window open? YES NO
-housecleaning, cooking, etc ............. --i---X--
-eating meals .............................. 2 X B.46
-sleeping 3 Xi.e. Qeooe eee-leee.ooeo..t.e.eee
-watching TV ............................. 4 X
-reading ................................. 5 X
Q.31 - Would you like to be able to open your windows
more often than you normally do? -YES ...... 1 B.47
-NO.......
_ go on to Q. 33
Q.32-Why don't you open your windows more often?
B.48
i0£
r .... Q.33-For each of the following activities, when you have the windows /137
closed, do you find that traffic
noise is:
Very Fairly Not very Not annoying
Show list ann°z!_ _£l!_ _2l!_ at all
-household act£vities, meals. 1 2 3 4 B.49
-sleeping .................... 1 2 3 4 B.50
-watching TV................. 1 2 3 4 B.51
-reading .................... 1 2 3 4 B.52
-eating your meals ........... 1 2 3 4 B.53
Q.34,We are going to speak of your daily life during week days. What
time do you personally get uo in the morning?
54-55
Q.35-Do you have a professional activity outside your home:
YES ......... Y B.56
NO ......... X_
Igo on to Q.38
Q.36-Do you ever work at night? YES..........
NO...........
Igo on to Q.41f
A.37-When you work at night, what room
do you sleep in in the daytime. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.57
Q.38-Do you usually go out in the -every day or almost ....1 B.58
afternoon during week days: -i or 2 times per week...2
-i or 2 times per month..3
-less often or never.....4
Q.39-When you go out, how much time
do you spend outside your home?
l I li_i
6O
Q.40-What do you generally do when you go out?
Be specific -take children for walk ..........1 B.61
-shopping for household items...2
-going for walk, taking a break.3
. -other reason (specify).........4
Q.41-Do you ever take a nap? --veryoften .....................1 B.62
-often ..........................2
--fromtime to time ..............3
--rarelyor never .............. _--|
t go on to Q.43
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Q.42-In what room do you ususally take a nap?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.63
Q.43-Generally speaking, in what room do
you eat your evening meal, during
week days? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.64
Q.44-When you have a letter to write,
or papers to fill out, in what 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.65 /13_
room do you generally do this?
YES NO
Q.45-What equipment -radio ........ y X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.66
do you have in -electrophone. Y X i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.67
your home? -Hi Fi channel Y X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.68
-tape recorder Y X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.69
-TV ........... Y X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.70
V
Q.46-What room are they most often used in? +
Q.47-If you have no TV, go on to -very often........... 1 B.71
Q.50. Is the TV on with- -often ................ 2
out anyone watching it? -from time to time.... 3
-rarely or never...... 4
Q.48-In general, how long is the
TV on each day? I :[ I
hours and minutes 73
Q.49-How much time do you person-
ally watch TV during a week-
day? I I I
hours and minutes 75
Q.50-How much time do you spend
reading each day? (books or
newspapers?) I 1 I
hours and minutes 77
Q.51-What room do you usually 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B.78
read in?
Q.52-How long is the radio on
each day in your house? i I I
hours and minutes 8O
R_pro col. 1 to ii I___I C.12
Q.53-Are you able to make yourself
comfortable for listening to music? YES .......1 C.13
NO ......F
Igo on to Q.56
- Q.54-How much time to you spend on
this activity each week?
I I I
hours and minutes 15
!I0
Q.55-What room do you make yourself comfor-
.... table in to listen to music? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C.16
Q.56-Does any member of your family play
an instrument in your home? YES ..... Y C.17
NO......
go on to Q.59
Q.57-Is this instrument played? -very often........... 1
-often ................ 2
-from time to time.... 3
-rarely ............... 4
Q.58-What room is this instrument
played in? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C.18
Q.59-How many children do you have in
hourhome? I I I
(if there are no children
go on to Q. 67)
We are going to speak about your children, beginning with the oldest
and ending with the youngest.
...... oldest 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
1• C.20 1 C.28 1 C.36 1 C.44 1 C.52 1 C.60
Q.60-Is your child a....girl 2 _ 2 2 2 2 2
boy
Q.61-Child's age? ...yrs_ ..yrs. ..yrs ..yrs_ ..yrs ..yrs
i
(reserved for codif) .....- 22 30 38 46 54 62
Q.62-What room does child -D2_3 [Z]31_ E]_39_ E]._.7 0_55_ 063.sleep in? Room no ......
i
Q.63-_oes child generally fall y ¥ y y y y
asleep: - easily? ........ x x x i x I x x
-or with difficul%
Q.64-How long _Oes child sleep: ....h......h......h...... h...... h...... h...
at night (on the average)?
(res rved for codif.).... : 24 26 32 34 40 42 48 50 56 58 64 6_
I
Q.65-What grade is child in
(if he goes to school)? .... I
Q.661What _Oom does child do c.27 c.35 c.43 c.51-c.59 c.67
homework in (room no.)?... :-- ----
Iii
Q.67-Does your spouse have a professional activity outside the home?
i- YES .....1 C.68
No
no spouse... [.
Igo on to Q.73
Q.68-What time does your spouse usually
leave to go to work in the morning? I [ I
7O
Q.69-What time does your spouse return
from work in the evening? I I I
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Q.70-Does your spouse come home at noon? YES ....Y C.73
NO .....X
Q.71-Does your spouse do any professional
work at home? -very often............1
-often .................2
-from time to time .....3
-rarely or never......_[-
Igo on to Q.73
Q.72-What room does your spouse prefer
_ doing this work in? Room No.: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C.74
Q.73-Besides your family, do you have friends /140
in the residential complex or in the -YES .....Y C.75
vicinity, not counting simple neighborly -NO .....F_
relationships? T
Igo on to Q.76
Q.74-How often do you visit them on
the average? times per L__
Q.75-How often do they visit you
on the average? times per L__ c.76
Q.76-When people come to see you,
what room do you receive them
in most often? Room No. 1 2 3 _ 5 6 7 8 C.77
Q.77-On Saturday or Sunday, do you -very often .......1 C.78 1 C.79
ever go for a drive in the -often ............2 2
country or,when the weather is -from time to time3 3
nice, do you go all day long? -rarely or never..4 4
Q.78-...do you ever go for part of
r-_ the day? (specify) +
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Q.79-On the average, how often do you go away for the week-end
i (Repro col. 1 to ii 4
 ?Y.12
...in the summer? times per II D.13
...in the winter? times per ___ D.14
Q_80-Ask this question if less than once a month.
-Why don't you go away on week-ends -I don't have a car..Y D.15
more often? -week-ends are expensive ....X
-I like to stay home ........0
Show list -I rest on the week-end .....1
-I do shopping, house
cleaning on week-ends ......2
-certain family members
have activities which tie
them down to the city ......3
-my children are too small..4
. -other reasons (specify).....5
-no answer ..................6
Q.81-When you go away for the -at a friend's house ........Y D.16
week-end, do you usu_lly -with parents ...............X
spend the night: -in a week-end home .........0
-in a hotel .................1
-in a mobile home ...........2
. -somewhere else (specify}...3
Q.82-In general, which of these
-quiet ................... 1 D.17
kinds of places do you like -lively. .. [ [[.2to go to on week-ends? ....
Q.83-Let's go back to the daily life in your home, and speak of /141
your sleeping conditions.
What room do you sleep in Room no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 D.18
Q.84-What time do you usually go
to sleep during the week? I I D.19-20
_O_rs minutes
Q.85-When the lights go out, how
long does it usually take
you to go to sleep? ___,__
_ours minutes
Q.86-Do you have a hard time -very often ..................1 D.23
going to sleep? -often .......................2
-from time to time ...........3
-rarely or never............
GO ON TO Q.88
Q.87-Why do you have a hard time falling asleep? D.24
(specify)
I13
'_.88-Whatdo you usually do to -go to bed later............ Y D.25r_
sleep better? -read before going to sleep. X
Show list -take sleeping pills ........ 0
-take "sleepy time tea" ..... 1
-try to drink less coffee... 2
-use hot water bottle ....... 3
-close shutters ............. 4
. -other (specify)............ 5
-do nothing ................. 6
Q.89-Are there nights when you -very often ................. 1 D.26
wake up? -often...................... 2
-from time to time .......... 3
-rarely or never ............
I go on to Q.92
Q.90-When your sleep is inter- -i time each night .......... 1 D.27
rupted like this, how -2 times each night .......... 2
many times to you wake -3 times each night ......... 3
up on the average? -more than 3 times per night 4
-varies..................... 5
Q.91-What wakes you up at night?-children .................. y D.28
(several _nswers possible) -worries, nervous tension., x
F -traffic noise ............. 0
-nois__in building ......... 1
.-other (specify)........... 2
Q.92-At night, do you find that -very annoying ............. 1 D.29
traffic noise is: -fairly annoying ........... 2
-not very annoying ......... 3
-not annoying at all ....... 4
Q.93-If your family or friends come to spend a few days with
you, what room do they sleep in?
Room No.: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 D.30
Q.94- At-night, do the_'i_ general
find the traffic noise: -very annoying ............... 1 D.31
-fairly annoying ............ 2
" ying-not very anno .......... 3
-not annoying at all ........ 4
-N.S.P......................5
Q.95-Aside from your children, yourself and your YES ...... Y
spouse, are there other adults living in NO ....... IX lyour home ?
go on Q.
to 97
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t_ Q.96-What rooms do they sleep in?
(several _nswers possible)
Room No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ___ D.32
Q.97-When you wake up in the morning
do you generally feel? -rested ........... y D.33
-or tired......... X
Q.98-When you wake up in the morning
do you usually drink coffee or YES. 1
tea? NO.. 3
Q.99-In all, how many times do you -i or 2 times ..... 1
drink coffee or tea in the day? -3 to 5 times ...... 2
-more than 5 times. 3
-never ............. 4
YES NO
Q.100-Do you smoke? I[ D.35
Q.101-How many cigarettes |
do you smoke per day? J
Q.102-do you ever smoke within 30 minutes -very often... 1 D.36
after waking up? -often ........ 2
-occasionally. 3
-rareTy or never. 4
Q.103-Do you ever use the following medication?
very often often occasion- rarely
ally or never
-stomach medicine 1 2 3 4 D.37
-heart medicine 1 2 3 4 D.38
-sleeping pills 1 2 3 4 D.39
-tranquilizers 1 2 3 4 D.40
-aspirin or similar 1 2 3 4 D.41
Q.104-Ask for each medication used "very often" or "often":
How long have you been taking:
-stomach medication .... months years ___ D.42
-heart medication ...... months years ____ D._
-sleeping pills ........ months vears _____
-tranquilizers ......... months years ____ D.45
"aspirin or similar .... months years ___J 5_4-6
Q.105-on the whole, do you consider your health to be:
-good ......... 1 D.47
-fairly good.. 2
-poor ......... 3
_-- -very poor .... 4
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Q.106-Do you ever have very often often occasion- rarely
_- ally or never
-headaches ........... 1 2 3 4 D.48
-leg pains .......... 1 2 3 4 D.49
-dlgestive disorders. 1 2 3 4 D.50
Q.107-When you do your house work, -YES ................. 1 D.51
do you tire easily? -NO .................. 2
-don't do house work. 3
Q.108-Which of the 2 statements applies to you the most?
-it is easy to relax at home ............................. y D.52
-it is impossible to really relax at home ................ X
Q.109-Do you or your spouse belong to any -YES ......... 1
groups, clubs, associations, unions? -NO ..........jIgo on to Q.III
Q.ll0-How many different groups do you
belong to?
-yourself? ___ D.53
-your spouse?
Q.lll-Aside from your work, on the
average, how many times do you
go into town? times per ___ /144
Q.II2-I am going to make a few statements and you will tell me if
you personally agree or do not agree with them_
Agree Do Not
Agree
-When I don't have to go out, I like to
stay home ................................ y D.56 Y D.57
-I don't relax easily ..................... X X
-Generally speaking, I am rather nervous.. 0 0
-I generally make friends easily .......... 1 1
-One can't trust anyone ................... 2 2
-One has no control over one's life....... 3 3
-There are many interesting things in
life besides the family ................... 4 4
-If necessary, there isn't ju'stthe family
one can rely on .......................... 5 5
-I'm really not interested in anything
outside the family ....................... 6 6
-When I don't have anything special to do
I like to go out ......................... 7 7
i16
.... Q.ll3-What is the last school level you completed?
-Primary school ..................................... 1 D.58
-Secondary school before diploma, technical
school before teacher's diploma ....................2
-High:school diploma or technician's diploma ........3
-College. 4oooooa--o-..-......o......a.oa,.oe...o,e.. .
-Never went to school ...............................5
NoE.
I I I I I
h_ I 1 I
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_- APPENDIX 3
DESCRIPTION OF SITES: TWO EXAMPLES /145
./
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SITE NO. 2 /146
AMBROSINI H.L.M. (Low-Cost Housing)
AR NAVAUX DISTRICT
MARSEILLES
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SITE NO. E
CITE DU MOIS (MOIS RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX)
IMPASSE DE LA GARDE (STREET)
LIMONEST /151
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/152
NOISE LEVEL AT SITE E /153
I - TRAFFIC DATA
Individual countings available at C.D.E.R. of D.D.E of
Rhone indicate the following traffic patterns for the year 1978:
-Highway A6:27,000 vehicles/day, including 14% heavy weight vehicles.
-N6 (Champagne in Mont d'Or_: 19,300 vehicles/day, including 9%
heavy weight vehicles.
II - NOISE LEVELS
For front sides of hQmes exposed to Highway A6, the calculated
noise levels rise to 65 0 68 dB(A) in leq per day.
In regard to front sides of homes exposed to highway N6, the
calculated noise levels are on the order of 72 dB(A) for the closest
homes (Cit_ du Mois housing complex).
z
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•cite du Mois - Next to Highway A6
/154
Cite du Mois Next to National Highway 6
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